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Long Delayed Attack On
Juarez to Start at Midnight
MADERO SET ON ARMISTICE PLANS MEXICO REPLIES

was received here today. Ono of ne
claims made by Senor de La Barra is
tfat Lieutenant Troncozo of the fed
erals was wounded by a shot fired
frjin the American customs house an
that (hots came from this custom
house constantly during the fighting
and it Is not plain whether the shot's
came from revolutionists, who might
have taken possession of the customs
house, or from American sympathis
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correspond

ent on thq ground makes a statement, showing that on the day of the
battle the insurgents came near the
American customs house, but at no
time did they take possession of the
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TENNESSEE Y. M. C. A.
Jackson, Tenn., April 20. "The
Men and Religion Forward
Move
ment" is the special theme for con
slderatlon at the Y. M. C. A. state
convention which opened here today
with an unusually large attendance,
to remain In session until Sunday
One of thQ special features of the pro
gram Is a great evangelistic meeting
for men, to be addressed by William
CHARGES PRESS AT J. Bryan.
CALIFORNIA
STATESMAN
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Portland,
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PROVE NO BAR TO STATEHOOD
away, two robbers entered a Jewelry
FIGHT ON THIS SUBJECT CARRIED establishment on Washington street
HE BELIEVES
CONTRARY
last night and held up the proprietor, ON
INTO THE LAST CAMTHEY ARE ARGUMENTS FAR. E. Cowle.
They secured, accord
PAIGN
VORING SOVEREIGNTY
ing to Cowie, $1100 worth of diamond
rings and loose diamonds.
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An Associated
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building or cross into American territory. The American cavalry arrived
GIVES NO ASSURANCE
OF PRE- Immediately after the battle opened
ON THE DR. VASQUEZ GOMEZ EXCHANGES
WILL BEGIN ASSAULT
NOTES WITH PROVISIONAL
CAUTIONARY MEASURES DUR-JNBORDER CITY SOMETIME AFTER
and took, possession of all the ground
O'CLOCK
on the American side near the cus
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toms house. This Associated Press SCORCHES HERMAN R1DDER
TAKES A SHOT AT L0R1MER
WOMAN 103 YEARS OLD DEAD
correspondent, who stood on the porch
REBEL FORCE MOVES CLOSER HOPEFUL 0FEARLY PEACE NO FORMAL ACTION TAKEN of the customs
Albuquerque, N. M, April 20. Af
house, with many
UNDERSTANDS
HE
ter having lived In New Mexico un DENOUNCES CORRUPTION USED
other Americans and Mexicans, says DECLARES
LATTER GAVE DEMOder two empires and three republics,
PRESIDENT WILL AWAIT RECEIPT not a single gun was In the hands of
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certain
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In
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$100,000 SUIT

OVER HAT THAT
COST

INVESTIGATE ALL

ALLY OF THE

DEPARTMENTS

FARMERS

THE UNIVERSITY

OF CHICAGO IS THEY BELIEVE CAMPAIGN ISSUES
FOR 1912 CAti BE BASED ON
SUED BY GIRL WHO WAS

INQUIRIES

Esther
Chicago, April 20. Miss
Mercy, a former student in the literary
department of the University of Chi-

Washington, April 20. The democrats expect to make the investigation
of the various departments of the
government a feature of their work
in the
congress. The
house is giving the standing committees in charge of the expenditures for
the different departments ample au
thority to investigate all the details
of the departments, and the committees will continue their inquiries in
the recess of congress if necessary.
The democrats believe that some
very good campaign issues for 1912
will be revealed in the investigations.
If nothing else is developed, Jthey hope
to be able to report a scheme for a
wholesale reduction of expenses in
each department.
The first attack will be made, perhaps, on the postofflce department,
but it is announced that not a single
department is to escape. That means
that the treasury department will be
looked into. The treasury is the one
department among the original departments of the government thai hitherto
has escaped Investigation. Outside oi
the department of agriculture and the
department of commerce and labor, all
the other departments have been over
hauled by congressional investigators
at some time or other within the history of the country, but for some reason the treasury department has always been overlooked.
The committee on expenditures in
the navy department has asked Sec
retary Meyer of that department for
a list of the employes and the expense account of his department. That
will be the basis for the investigation
of all the departments, but luis possible that a special committee will
be appointed to go Into the postofficf
department affairs separate and apart
from the investigation to be made by
the regular committee.

cago, who was expelled from the institution following an investigation
after the loss of aigrettes from her
1300 hat, has appeared as complainant in a suit for $100,000 damages
filed in the circuit court The defendants, charged with conspiracy to ruin
her character, are Harry Pratt Judson,
president of the university; Miss Mar.
Ian Talbot, dean of women; Miss Eva
Robinson, Mrs. A. W. Small, wife of
Dean Small, and Mrs. Florentine Von
Massou Jahn, who has attained some
renown as a sculptress and who is a
sister of Mrs. Small.
With tears in her eyes Miss Mercy
recited the details of the various injustices to which she says she was
subjected by the defendants.
'I have been the victim of a conspiracy just because a certain woman
connected with the university supposed I had accused her of stealing the
plumes from my hat," she said. "I
was boarding at her home while attending the university and one night
my fiance called to take me to the
art institute. The hat had been placed
in a box beneath' my study table and
when I unwrapped it the plumes were
missing and the hat ruined. I immediately called the woman and informed her that something had happened
to my hat. I did not accuse her, but
from that time on trouble began to
brew for me at the university.
"I was called December 8 berore
Dean Talbot, (Dean George Vincent,
now the president of the University
of Minnesota, and Miss Robinson. I
was accused of violating university
rules."
Miss Mercy says she was never
given an opportunity to disprove the
charges made against her and was
refused an audience with President
Wallace Heekman, counsel
Judson.
and business manager of the Univers- SAN DIEGO PREPARES
ity of Chicago, was told of the filin
of, the suit.
FOR BIG EXPOSITION
suit Is not. entirely a surknow
said.
"I
Mr.
Heekman
prise,"
nothing about it as yet, so all I can GROUND
BREAKING
AND CORsay now is that the suit will be
NERSTONE LAYING WILL
TAKE PLACE JULY 2
Sixty-secon-

d

19-2-

What Alls Them.

TIZ acts at once and makes tired,
aching, swollen feet remarkably fresh
and sore proof.
It's the sure remedy, you know, for
everything that gets the matter with
your feet It's for sore feet and for
sweaty, bad smelling feet, and for
corns, callouses and bunions, too.
"For years I have been troubled
with sore and tender feet; suffered
intense pains. Have had the assistance of physicians without relief, t
bought a box of TIZ, which worked
a perfect cure, as it has with a great
many of my friends. I would not be
without it. All it requires is to be
known to be universally used." A.
'
F. Dreutzer, Chicago.
TIZ is not a powder. Powders and
other foot remedies clog up the pores.
TIZ drawa out all poisonous exudations which bring on. soreness of tho
feet, and is the only remedy that
does. , TIZ cleans out every pore and
glorifies the feet your feet.
You'll never limp again or draw
up your face in pain, and you'll forget about your corns, bunions and
callouses. You'll feel like a new
person.
TIZ is for sale at all druggists, 25
cents per box, or it will be sent you
direct, if you wish, from Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago, HI. For
sale by all druggists.

San Diego, April 20. San Diego has
fixed the data for the ground breaking and cornerstone laying ceremonies
for the Panama-Californi- a
exposition,
to be July
The exposition is 15 per cent prepared at this date The sum of $2.
OflO.COl) has been raised for the
preliminary expense; the state of California has appropriated $250,000 for
a building; the counties of California
are authorized to appropriate
adequate sums for exhibits; the architects have laid but the grounds and
are working on the preliminary
work; Bertram Goodhue,
world famous architect, is designing
the buildings and Frank P. Allen, Jr.,
who built the Alaskan-Yuko- n
exposition is organizing his department of
works.
San Diego can care for 30,000 visitors. The hotels and apartment houses
the tent city and other places where
she can entertain visitors make of
San Diego an ideal convention and
carnival city. She is making ready
to entertain the largest crowd of
visitors at the ground breaking celebration that ever gathered in her limits for any occasion. Among the
thousands present will be delegates
to the National Educational association, which closes Its convention In
Sen Francisco July 14. '
19-2-

HAS FOOT CRUSHED OFF
Raton, N. M., April 20. A deaf and
dumb Mexican, whose identity has not
yet been discovered, had his foot
mashed to a pulp yesterday morning
by train No. 4, presumably done while
attempting to alight from the blind
baggage in the lower' yards. The man
was found about 5 o'clock in his suffering condition and was promptly re
moved to the Miners' hospital, where
medical attendance was given. Papers
found on the man Indicate that he is
at least deaf and dumb and perhaps
does not understand English to any
very great extend. His condition is
extremely unfortunate.

ARCHBISHOP'S BIRTHDAY
New York, April 20. The Mo3t
Rev. John M. Farley head of the Ro
man Catholic archdiocese of New
received many congratulations
today on the occasion of the sixty- ninth anniversary of his birth.
York,
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Our Superb Display of New
Merchandise is Attracting
Widespread Attention

FUR-- .

THERANCE OF SCIENTIFIC
AGRICULTURE

EXPELLED

TIZ Makes Sick Feet Well no Matter
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DEMOCRATS 1KILL RAILROADS NEW

$300

Feet Tired"
So Tired?

APRIL 20,

From far and near people come to view our splendid
enthusiastic

comments

stocks of new goods. And the many
Kansas City, Mo., April 20. When
and exby visitors have amply repaid us for all our trouble
the department
of agriculture at
such a
Washington and the colleges of the
pense. It is indeed worth coming miles to behold
Las
in
Vegas.
middle west set out to teach scienti
a
is
without
precedent
magnificent display for it
fic agriculture' to the farmer,
the
All the world sent the newest and best of its merchandise
hardest task they had to perform was
to catch their pupil. The rural dwelto this store.
ler was not particularly coy, but he
Every counter, every table and every rack is simply
vas indifferent, skeptical and scornfrom
ful. Believing that he knew more
groaning under the weight of desirable goods resh
of
their
bloom
and
charm
could
about his business than anyone
mills and factories and with all the
tell him, he manifested a profound
NEWNESS.
contempt for "book fanning" and the
'
If you have not visited this store this week you don't
theorists who taught it
know what you are missing.
That same attitude is discoverable
in some sections of the country to
Make up your mind to come NOW. See the splendid
day, but for the most part the farm
stocks and see the big values we are offering
ers have been brought to understand
were
themselves
that they
cheating
These few items will give you a hint of the many good
when they turned a deaf ear to scien
things in store for you here
tific instruction and that improved
methods meant double and treble pro
ductlon from their land. And thai
ONE-PIEC- E
WOMEiYS WAISTS
change has been hastened materially
WOMEN'S SUITS
DRESSES
by an ally to the scientists an enOne lot of new waists,
thusiastic publicity agent and an en
$17.50
$20.00 Suits for
$19.00 Dresses for .. $15.00
'
worth $1.25 to $2.00, $1.25
distributor
of
knowledge.
ergetic
21.00
25.00 Dresses for ... 19.00
25.00 Suits for
$2.50 Lingerie Waists, 1.95
That ally is the railroad. It is the
23.00
2. 25
27.50 Suits for
30.00 Dresses for .. 23.50
3.00 Lingerie Waists,
railroad that has carried the product
26.00
35.00 Dresses for
3.50 Tailored Waists, 3.00
28. 0032.50 Suits for
of the scientists' labors to the farmer
and proved to him by ocular demonstration that there was something
worth while in ''book farming" set
newest patterns and
One lot of desirable house
- ""fas'
before his eyes better grain and fruit
colors, light and
dresses including a var- than he ever grew and finer stock
for 69c.
10
dark
for
this
s
sale,
season
yards
ana
ot
effects,
ail
tnis
colors,
goods,
styles
lety
than he ever bred. - And along with
each
to
worth $2.50
$3.00,
special $1.98.
10 YARD LIMIT
the products of the laboratory the
railroad carried the scientists themselves, who took the reluctant farmer pupil gently but firmly by the but
ton hole and told him where he was
away off. And the farmer saw and
;
heard and was converted.
The railroads of the middle west
today are spending tens of thousands
of dollars annually in assisting; in
the work of spreading the doctrine of
even
scientiftic
agriculture They
have gone into the demonstration
business on their own accounts and
maintain bureaus of publicity, experiment stations, permanent displays of
WITH
SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION
improved farm products. Each road, I IN
COMPETITION FOR THE OPT U
besides aiding the government and
the state institutions, runs a little
agricultural college of its own.
Mexican Patriotism
on the eighth day of September, MexFORE-DOO- R
This generous activity of the trans
MODEL
The
persistent rumors of American icans and Americans pay their reportation companies Is not inspired by
to the dead by placing wreat ha
philanthropy it is plain, cold busi- intervention in Mexico, bring to mem- - spects
ness. There's a mightly little senti kry an episode worthy of the Spartan of flowers on the monuments that now
ment about a railroad corporation and times, when the most heroic abnega- stand over the graves of the young
martyrs at Chapultepec.
mighty little time for gratuitous mis- tion and a patriotism, bordering on
Will history repeat itself? Wi'l the
the
were
inas
considered
sublime,
sionary work. They reason thusly:
revolution in Mexico continue
present
nate
in
citizen.
qualities
every
farm
We spend a dollar teaching the
The episode is that which took unabated until this government shall
er how better to farm; as a result
find it necessary to intervene? If the
he grows larger crops, consequently place In the year
revolutionists
haye a good cause, and
during the last days of the
has more grain and fruit and livethey
say
have, we may reasonMexican
they
war.
The
disasters
suffered
stock to ship our dollar, accompanied
them to continue their
ably
expect
one
Mexicans
the
had
succeeded
by
us
"to
comes
back
by several others,
are
after the other without interruption; struggle until their requests
In increased freight receipts.
granted.
American
advance
of
the
the
forces
The most valuable aid given the
The revolutionists led by the imhad been something more than a serF O. B. Detroit
agricultural colleges by the railroads
mortal Hidalgo accomplished their
ies
of
a
been
had
it
military
battles,
has been in supplying trains and travwalkover; the City of Mexico was, in purpose and they seemed in the eves
eling equipment for the demonstraat the mercy of the invaders and of their government no less uniust
tors who carried messages to the fact,
Lm Vegas. New Mexico.
to defend the almost in their demands than the revolution
farmers. These trains, which on oc- any attempt
ists
of
today.
was
considered
nation
casion carry stock cars for exhibition conquered
The man who obeys a despotic gov
useless.
farm animals, seed cars for grain, and
The cadets in the military school at ernment 'without doing something to
Pullmans for the teachers, have provChapultepec, however, did not so un- improve it, is not a patriotic citizen
ed so effective in spreading the doc- derstand
it, and with a temerity as Such a man is Inferior to the beasts
trine of higher agriculture that many fruitless as it was
of burden. The Llama of Peru, that
glorious, they barri
of the roads now keep them in ser- caded themselves in
patient-lookin- g
animal, is said to He
of
the grounds
vice the greater part of the year, con- the old
down
die
and
when
its master speaks
the
intrepidly
castle, resisting,
tinuing the campaigning on their own bombardment
ordered by General to it with undue harshness or mits
account when the colleges are not Scott, commander of the American on its back a bigger load than it is
sending out instructors. The1 rail- troops, and dying one after another, able to carry.
If the cause of the "insurrectos" in
roads bear the cost of these excur- maddened by the divine rapture of
sions, which include seed specials, heroic patriotism.
All
of them Mexico is a Just one, as many think
dairy specials and stock specials, and very young, almost children, the eld it is, then that government, if it Is
the expense of operating one of those est being eighteen years of age, were patriotic and really connected with
trains is a thousand dollars a week beset with the idea that they must the interests of its subjects, should
or more. The railroads, too, attend die for their country. Thus they sue grant at once the demands of its disto advertising the coming of the agri- cumbed cherishing in their agony the satisfied sons and thus avert the pos
cultural specials, and to bringing satisfaction of having done their duty sibillty of American intervention and
the enactment of many more pathetic
farmers to the stations along the to their beloved country.
in its history as the one made
chapters
route to hear lectures on seed selecwhen
fled
survivors
The
having
to above.
reference
tions, stock breeding, fertilization and they found out that further resistance
rotation of crops. In Colorado the would be suicide on their part, one
railroads are giving the agricultural of their number, a lad of sixteen years
How's Thls7
We offer One Hundred Dollars Recollege of the state almost as much of age, accidentally abandoned by his
money as is appropriated by the state companions, still waved his country s ward for any case of Catarrh that ran.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
for college extension work, the flag through a window of one of the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
The
castle.
of
the
amount of transportation
stories
supplied upper
We. the undersigned, have known
resolved'
to
capture F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
alone amounting to $4,000 a year.
Americans then
the lad and take his flag, thus adding believe him perfectly honorable in all
one more trophy to the many they business transactions and Mnnnnlniiv
Classified ads. search out fh
Children Who Are Sickly
able to carry out any obligations made
had won already. But they did not
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-eChildren, for use throughut the sea- about to fall Into the hands of the and mucous surfaces of the svntem
Testimonials sent free. Price 76c per
son. They break up colds, relieve
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in
himself
invaders, he "wrapped
Others, who read an1 answer
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
feverishness, constipation, teething flag and with a cry that was loud
in this Mwtn,
(and are
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
disorders, headache and stomach trou- and clear "Long live my country," he pation.
used
ts'
machinery
bles. Used by mothers for 22 years. thrust himself from the window and
mobiles,
f
and
sort,
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musical
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL. fell unconscious on the pavement!
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'
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FIRST
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IS AHEAD OF

B,F,

DR. ROBERTS' LECTURE TOMORROW NIGHT WILL BE A

REHABILITATION
PACIFIC

Albuquerque, N. M April 20. The
Albuquerque Gray, will begin their
official season on the first
Saturday
in May. They have defeated
bo many
local teams to date that there are
no comers In sight and the team
ua unren 10 me expedient of
tiring overworked business men and
others to come out at night and stand
up against them to keep the Grays
m practice. Some attention has been
given to the idea of having the prisoners In the county Jail put on base
ball duty by the authorities, but per
haps a better solution will be found
In a number of quiet games with the
little teams, several of which will be
pulled off unofficially before May
Raton, Vegas, or Santa Fe will open
the season with a contest on the lo
cal field, and games with the remain
ing territorial teams will appear on
ihe card for the remainder of rhe
month. A three days session with
Trinidad is assured on Sunday, Mon
day and Wednesday, May 28, 29 and
SI. As Decoration day will be observed on Tuesday, May 30, no game
will be played on that day.
I Junta Is hindering the consolidation of southwestern teams let?) a
league, pending" the decision of the
citizens of the Junction city to put a
paid team Into the series. It is
claimed by fans In La Junta, that the
vote to have the town go "dry," has
shaken the support of professional
ksll.

. Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts' lecture
at the Methodist church tomorrow

OF

MISSOURI

EPIDEMIC IN

LIFE SAVING

LASIEGAS

STATIONS

"

Kansas City, April 20. In
the presidency of the Missouri
Pacific, Benjamin F. Bush has taken
upon himself one of the most stuixn- dous
in the recent hlsw.v of
the railroad world. It is a task so
big that two more experienced railway executives balked and refused
hi.ndrome salaries.
W. H. Truesdale, president of the
i'eViwtre, Lackawanna & Western, it
is :?!. ied, was the first to receive
an offer. He is recognized as one of
the most experienced operating offi
cials in the business. He refused.
The next man sought was Howard
Flliot. president of the Northern Pa
cific. It was reported that the directors had offered as much as $100,000
a year, but it didn t move Mr. Elliot.
Both recognized that the position
meant hard work and the sacrifice of
a few of the best years of a man's

IS

GOVERNMENT

BUSH

MEANS YEARS
OF LABOR

LITERARY TREAT

FORTY YEARS OF SPRING FEVER

ON THE COAST WERE

FIRST ESTABLISHED
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AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR
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o
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NOT KNOW WHAT IT
IS, BUT REALIZE THEY ARE

IN 1871

IETTER FOR KXWO.VJX

AILING

rAmlLY LAXATIVE, AS
inc.
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
in tho Circle,
on every Pacfia of tho Genuine.

raw

mill

v
20. Today
asnington,
April
mere isn't one person In a dosen
marked the fortieth anniversary of who has
any Idea of what is meant
.
night on "The Humor and Pathos of
the establishment of the United States bj
"spring
fever," yet it Ii a com
Travel," will be a literary treat, which
service. An act of Aprl mon ailment of perhaps one-hal- f
' ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL AND
no Las Vegan should miss. This lecof
GENUINE WHEN CALLEO FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
20, 1871, authorised the secretary of the human race.
It
ia
ture has been splendidly received
True,
porenMAKE A LARGE PROFIT IT SELLING INFERIOR PREPARAthe treasury to establish stations on nlal with Borne,
wherever it has been delivered. Rebut, with a majority it
TIONS, YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE. BECAUSE
the coasts of Long Island and New !s simply but a
hardy annual.
cently, Dr. Roberts gave the lecture
IT IS RIGHT TO DO BO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
Jersey, and to employ crews of train
In the general acceptance of the
in Santa Fe. Regarding it the Santa
CUSTOMERS.
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES.
SUCH
en surrmen at a compensation not to
Fe New Mexican said:
phrase, spring fever is next kin
o
DRUGGISTS ARC THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
exceed
a
$40
month.
that youthful experience of having
"The lecture lasted over two hours
tIFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME DEPEND UPON
!
Subsequent legislation has extend "growin' pains." Every body has had
and was unusually Interesting because
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
jjj!
ed
the service to all the ocean and that kind of excruciation when th
the lecturer has traveled more as a
WHEN BUYING
lake coasts of the country. At the garden was
student and observer of social condiparticularly weedy or
close of the last fiscal year the life- - vhen the wood
NototfioMNamo of tho Comparii v
tions than do most people "who cross
pile was run down
saving establishment embraced 281 c a fraizle at the heel.
the pond." Dr. Roberts was sent to
in w v i
'i.'ii.biji miiiiidtf.
m.iiiji
stations. 201 being on the Atlantic
But it Is a queer foiling and othsr
Europe by the University of Denver
PRINIIO SIRAIGHT ACROSS, NF.AR 1HE
SOllOM. AND IN
coast, GO on the lakes, 19 on the Paci- - thlnes, is this spring fever business.
to study municipal ownership In EngTHE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF
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flp
at
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coast,
the
falls of the The afflicted eats well and looks all
land and his report on this subject
CENUINE. ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
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PRICE SO. PER BOTTLE.,
Ohio, Louisville.
won him a place In "Who's Who in
Since 1871 the
right, and to outward appearances the
8YRUP OF FICS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE
have given aid in nearly
0 health
America," that thick red book in
Is normal, but away down in
ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE.
'which many men and women yearn to
tMEUy WHltH AC
M
ship disasters in which 147,000 the marrow of the sufferer's backbone
NATUMI' STRENGTHENING WAY
!rf.ITMlT.NeSYSTEM.
WITHOUT UNPLEASANT AFTER EFFECTS AND
find their names.
persons were involved and property there is a feeling of dreaminess a
WITHOUT
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IN ANYvalued
"Most of the lantern slides accom
at $235,000,000 saved. The kind of a good for notliln',' don't
WAY
WITH
BUSINESS
OR
PLEASURE.
IT
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give
BY MILLIONS OF
cost of the maintenance of the ser- a, dern, what care I sort of
panying the lecture were of England life.
FAMILIES, WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL
USE.
TO GET ITS
sleplns
The new president will be a busy vice is about $2,250,000 a year.
BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE;
and he told many Interesting stories
MANUFACTURED
that begets additional languish as the
BY THE
will
man.
in
to
be required
He
keep
The general superintendent of the days roll by.
'
depicting rather the conditions of
those in the lower walks of life. Time touch with all the minute details ot service Is Sumner I. Kimball, who has
O! for a laste of the good old
It's
and again, however, he dropped )he a large program of construction work. hold this position ever since it was
bock," sighs the citizen who has been
pathos and took up the humor in his He will spend the greater part of his created forty years ago, and In his an- used to it
every spring along aboa'
travels, and the audience vented its time in his private car out on the nual reports there has appeared more this time. That is a
sign he has
will
he
means
road. It literally
that
pleasure In applause and laughter.
unintentional romance than in any spring fever and has been
parching
The lecturer said a few words live, eat and sleep on the job.
other documents that come from the for it for a month. Bock
opens tip in
about the continent which he also
The recent change In the policy of government printing office.
March.
visited, and he took a rap at social the Missouri Pacific was due to a
"Send down $2 worth of sassafras
conditions which permitted a woman feeling on the part of others interestTT HIS VICINITY tan a cllnateof unsurpassed healthfulness w,,h-i- t
bark," opines another sufferer to the
to be hitched up with a dog to a milk ed in the property that the Goulds
out extremes of heat or cold, having
e
man
after
ordering
spinach
nearly 300 days ot
cart In Belgium. He also told a story were not conducting its affairs in an
in
sunshine
the year.
e
for dinner. The
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
man winks
of a student in Berlin forcing a lady able manner.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished
his off eye and knows that no one un
to give him her seat and stand through
by mountain
It will be up to Mr. Bush to deliver
streams of from wells of not great depth.
less
a
from
broken
flagrantly
suffering
lecture.
lie goods. He will be watched by
CONGRESS ON CHILD WELFARE
The annual rainfall amour's to nearly 19 Inches,
would do such a trick. IM
"The lecturer gave a more intimate many critics interested in the ro;id
average, occur
John Muson has scored a distinct mainspring
Washington,
April 20. Arrangechalks
him
as
a
fever
and
victim
ring
up
principally in July and Auust.
ments are about completed for the viaw of life and conditions In Great finaclally. If he can deliver the fu hit with "As a Man Thinks."
lets it go at that.
The soil is highly fertile nnl easy of
.second international congress on Child Britain than one usually gains from ture of the Missouri Pacific looks
Maude Adams' appearance In Lonworking, being generally
Another one too dilatory to hop 1
loam especially retentive of moisture.
or
books
the
even
of
travel
Bandy
lectures,
to
don
which
is
Missouri
1b
assemble
hers
The
in
Welfare,
talked street car
"Chantecler,"
exceedingly bright.
again
for home for his noonday
Lands here are lower in price than we know ot
next week under the auspices of the customary hurried trip of seeing Pacific has great potentialities.
It of.
anywhere elso
stool
where conditions are equally good.
National Congress of Mothers. The Europe in six weeks, which most
"Excuse Me" Is making a great hit oats, caps the
through a rich territory in Mis
ut
the
restaurant.
Americans
make."
He
and
gaps
gaps
sessions will last an entire week. The
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and for-agBut in New York, Where it Is declared the
souri, Kansas and Nebraska.
like a hen with the hookworm In her
addresses and discussions will treat
Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
its possibilities have not been devel funniest farce of the season.
throat, before the application of keroof the relations and duties of homo,
"Dry
Robert
Farming," practiced scientifically, 1b proving to be successful
In
Arthur
is
recent
Dick
in
MISSION ANNIVERSARY
a
years.
oper ndeqautely
organizing
here, a large area being under cultivation.
re- ens festival at the Coronet theater sene.
school, church and state to child welBoston, April 20. A two days' meet- physical condition and financial
"Believe I'll take an order of some
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces
fare. Each phase of the general sub ing was begun In Ford hall today In sults It has lagged behind other roads about the time of the coronation.
surrounding
ham hocks and cabbage over
d
the city Is now being constructed.
"The Whin." Which established
jects will be discussed by eminent celebration of the fortieth anniversary equally well situated and many not
new1 record
aigs, fragmented with parMining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing np
specialists. Prominent persons from of the Baptist Missionary
by running two seasons
Soc'ety, as favorably situated. It has fallen
values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
all parts of the United States and which was organized in the Chavdon away below the Santa Fe In its earn- at Drury Lane, is soon to be produced snip tips with a little creme de luke
very promising
'
border
and
chlffoned
with
Canada and from several of the conn Street Baptist church in this city in
of
in
nearby.
Paris.
ruby
ings in Kansas alone, and yet It
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent gractries of Europe have accepted invita- 1871. This afternoon Miss M. A. Greeu touches
Next season Lulu Glaser will man radish with a little Caribbean sea
almost the same, territory.
on the side."
ing for large numbers ot cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
tions to take part in the congress.
of Providence presented an address The Missouri Pacific crosses the San age herself,, ,4 he will appear in
The waiter Juggles with some bisraising Is' a profitable business.
,
reviewing the history ot the society ta Fe over sixty times in that state naw musical piece, the book of which
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
cuits and broth before the eyes of the
will be by Stanislaus Stange.
and an historical poem was read by alone.
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Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
There is talk that Mildred Holland ailment until he finally awakens lo
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The beggar long ago discovered that
a ticket' to some other place where lie
can trouble us no more is the thing
above an mothers which we give with
the greatest cheerfulness Ho the apan agency
plicant for aid its
in a railroad town out of a total relief expenditure of $300 a 'year used
$240 for railroad tickets to nearby
communities.
The officials of neighboring places
returned the compliment. All were
busily giving transportation to meet
the demand which they themselves
had created by "passing on" the procession of
charity-rat- e
travelers.
"What else could they do?" Surely
something better than this.
Over 400 public and private agencies
refuse to buy railroad tickets for ap
plicants except straight through to
destination and then only to thow
who will be better off there.
The adoption of this rule in one
the amount
city reduced to one-haspent for railway tickets. How badly
some sane method of regulating tle
evil of "passing on" is needed, 4s
shown by an Instance given b Mary
E. Richmond in The Survey.
"A
woman, young
and
applied to the county officials of a western state, saying
that she came from Kansas. The
county promptly sent her to another
county, which as promptly sent her
back again. Weeping and in great dls
tress, she was sent again and was
again hurriedly returned, this second
time in the custody of the county
clerk. Such contests are not unknown
over the insane."
feeble-minde-

d

good-lookin-

APRIL

THURSDAY,

20,

1911.

BOOSTING STATEHOOD
News despatches from Washington
daring the past fe days tell of the
wonderful activity of those two great
and patriotic statesmen, J. D. Hand
and A. A. Jones, in the effort to pre
vent New Mexico from becoming a
state. This Is not at all surprising.
These two gentlemen, who aspire to
ownership of the democratic party
in the territory, are opposed to
hood under any constitution that might
be offered by the republicans. The e
of New, Mexico means nothing
to them so long as they are unable
to control the new state's politics.
However, If the Influence of Mr. Hand
and Mr. Jonea Is no greater in Washington than it Is at home, statehood
will not be, delayed on their account.
In fact their opposition ought to make
early sovereignty a cinch.
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tion

Before' the Day 'of Snow. Plows

It is a reproach to our sense
gratitude that from time to time in
different parts of, the 'country
Smuggling on the wires a telegram served In the Civil af and who had
occurs that enlisted men f the Unit that served to save the lives of pas-- secured bis JoW for hiav in ths railed States army and the United States
sengers and crews of six trains stall- way mail service, rv
navy who are;' In iiaffdrm are exclud ed in snow
"Cameron proposed they draw up a
drifts la one of the inteved from place
amusement
telegram
piJJ'lc
recltiag Ua! serious situafeatures
a
of
of
the
record
testing
rait: tion and that
and resort, comments The Outlook.
the trains were stalled
The grounds of such discrimination way mall clerk who has served forty- - about
twenty miles from Fort Steele.
one years on the Job. The name of

are not, easy to discern, and, indeed,
it Is. difficult to consider the question
at all without impatience. But, rea
sonable or unreasonable the discrimi
nation is a fact, and it is apparently
a characteristic of English-speakin- g
The verse of Rudyard Kippeoples.
ling, if no other evidence were at
hand, would Indicate how the Briton
vies with the American in his illtreatment of his country's fighting
men:
"I went into a theater as sober as
could be.
They gave a drunken civilian room,
but 'adn't none for me;
They sent me to the gallery or round
the music 'alls.
But when it comes to fightln'. Lord
they'll shove me in the stalls 1"
But even the example of our fellows
is no justification, and
we are glad to chronicle the recent
passage by congress of a bill to pro
tect the dignity and honor of the uni
form of the United States. The bill,
which has the entire approval of the
war department, was approved by the
president on March 1. The act pro
vides that no proprietor, manager or
employe of a theater or other public
place of entertainment or amusement
in the District of Columbia, . or any
territory, or in the District of Alaska,
or in an insular possession of the
United States, shall make any dis
crimination against any person lawful
ly wearing the uniform of the army.
navy, revenue cutter service, or ma
rine corps of the. United States, be
cause of that uniform, under penalty
of a fine not exceeding $500. We hope
that similar legislation will be under
taken by the different states. The
uniform is a badge of honor. Every
good citizen should so treat it, and
should do all in his power to increase
of the men who wear
the
it.
-

'

-

Anglo-Saxon-

this man is William Wallace Cameron. He is now 70 years old, and
some of his experiences have been
thus related in the Buffalo Times:
"One winter, when the snow was so
heavy that it required twenty-eigh- t
days to make the round trip between
the Missouri and Salt Lake, the fast
mail got stuck In a drift between two
banks near the little station then
called Separation, in Wyoming. Five
other trains arrived and were stalled
in the same place.'- The passengers
and crews were fed in farmhouses
and from supplies in course of shipment in the express cars until near
ly everything in sight had been con
sumed. There were no big plows at
that time.
"Starvation was staring more than
a hundred persons in tne race wnen
the three clerks in the mall car evolv
ed a plan to get help. .Besides
Cameron there was in the same crew
Theodore N. Vail, who afterward became general superintendent of railway mall service, and Captain C. C.
Smith, who was a clever telegrapher.
Cameron was well acquainted with
General CreBwell, with whom he had

General CreewelL in the dispatch, was
asked to communicate with the war
department and to ask if the commandant at that post could not send
out a relief train loaded with army
provisions and thus save a lot of people from starvation.
"The railroad people brooked no interference in such matters.
They
wanted no tales to- get abroad that
they had to appeal to the government
to lift them out of a hole. The railroad
agent at Separation was kept busy try
ing to scare up food for the halt
starved men, women and children, and
while he was in the stow up to his
neck they stole into the station office
and sneaked the message on the
wires.
"The six trains lay in the drifts
four more days, but on the afternoon
of the fourth we discovered an elon
gated speck away off In the distance.
It looked like a big black snake wigside of a
gling down the snowy
mountain. Soon we knew that our
dispatch had got home. There were
four wagons, each drawn by six
mules, and there was enough grub
to last until traffic resumed."
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has always
lary young man who
led a blameless life."
"Well, you said you wanted a play
that was true to life, didn't you?"
Record-HeralWomen usually find ways of having Chicago
others
want
when
done
they
things
He Do you think that your father
to do them, and a North Side woman
would
offer me personal violence if I
tale
if
the
seems to take the prize,
to
ask him for you
were
of the husband can believed. Recently
but I think he will if you
She
No,
with
the wife gave him a sealed letter
'
don't
pretty soon. The Watchman.
instructions not to open It until he
reached his office. He did as direct
"What is more encouraging than a
ed.
robin
singing in the rain"
I am obliged to tell you somethiug
"A
pretty girl who Is letting you
read.
letter
will
the
that
pain you,"
hand In a dark corner."
hold
her
'There is, however, no help for it
Record-HeralChicago
for
felt
have
all.
You shall know
I
some time that it must come to this.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
I can remain silent no longer.
BROMO Quinine
LAXATIVE
Take
"You must bear part of the trouble
GROVE'S
W.
E.
cure.
tails
to
me
yourself and do not overwhelm
Druggists refund money If it
with reproach."
The husband's face was ghastly, ture is on each box. ,25c.
and cold perspiration stood out on his
brow. He was
prepared for the
worst. Trembling, he read on:
"I have asked you ,to order a load
Rippletle, the Rough
of coal.' Maybe you will not forget it
this time."
iDry, Fabric-- No
The coal was delivered that after
noon. Pittsburg Gazette Times.
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According to the Washington dls
patches, President Taft has turned
over to congress the responsibility
of dealing with the Mexican situation.
Up to this time be has held a firm
hand upon the situation, but It has
come to a point where Intervention
may be required, and in so grave a
matter congress Is the proper authority to decide.
It would be deplorable if the United
States were forced to enter Mexican
o
territory and carry on a police war
course
a
Such
there.
would probably
BETAS WISE AS THE FLY
be misconstrued by other nations of
on
Internathe world and might bring
It may be that the fly hasn't much
o
tional complications of a very serious
but he has a pretty shrewd
sense,
COMPARISON OF THE COST nature. Even the most unsparing of idea of taking care of himself. He
the president's critics now realize that knows a swatter when he sees one
he did the right thing in ordering
and Is lively in getting out
Two important Items in the cost
He descending
troops to the Mexican border
of living food and rent amount to wad better informed than the mass of the way. Then he can walk on the
window pane and
f2 per cent more in American cities of American citizens of the necessity ceiling, or up the
do other stunts that make him hard
within call when the
ia2 in the Important towns of Eng for having troops
Whether it is sense or what
use should occur. to swat
land and Wales. But the earning ca emergency for their
tells him human be
not,
something
That emergency exists. The insurrecenemies.
his
are
of
ings
American
workmen
under
paclty
tion has developed to alarming proNow, if the fly knows that much
times greater than portions and Is now at our very doors;
conditions is 2
doesn't it seem a little strange that
are English residents of Douglas, Ariz., have some
In England.
These
'So you want a divorce, do you?"
humans are slow to recognize
bullets
fired
hit
been
the
upon
said
the lawyer, peering over his
by
were
the
figures.
compiled by
They
that the fly Is an enemy? Just think!
British board of trade, in the form of Mexican soil, and the citizens of this If man had as much sense in propor glasses at the worried little man in
and other American towns are in great
of him, says Success.
tion to his size as the fly has wouldn't front
a voluminous report, and have just
danger if these border battles be he make short work of that dangerous
Yes, sir. I've stood just about all I
been submitted to parliament.
tween the federals and the Insurrectos
can. My wife s turned suffragette ana
little pest! But after all these years
The substance of the report is that, continue.
she is never at home."
of civilization man is just beginning
Intervention, as is pointed out from to
It is a pretty serious thing to break
while it costs the British laborer
to swat his enemy. Yes, it's
learn
would destroy to a great
a family, you Know, uont you
Washington,
up
to
much less
live than his American
a slow old world.
extent the cordial relations that ex
think
you had better try and make
brother, he a'so earns much less, a ist between the United States and
the .best of it for a while?. Perhaps It's
condition which leaves a rather the Spanish republics of the South
only a passing fad."
heavy balance In the American's fa- and Central Americas. Our motives
That's what I have been doing.
A SCHOOL FOR GAMBLING
vor. Aa between the two blessings would be misunderstood by the bellibut there are some things a man can't
stand. I don't mind the cooking and
of high wages and cheap necessaries gerents and in all , probability the
federals and insurrectos would soon
on washing the
haven't kicked
I
of life, the former is Infinitely prebut I do draw the line at run
join forces and fight side by side to
dishes,
methods
Among the many strange
ferable.
expel the "invaders." One particularly
ning pink ribbons in my nightshirt to
The workman with a considerable bad feature ef such a situation would of making a living in a great mod- try to fool the children." Exchange.
ern city like New York, the Sun says,
earning capacity has an advantage, be the position In which it would probably none is more extraordinary
now
are
who
Americans
those
Not long ago Representative "Bil
since the condition in his household place
to Intending tourin Mexico. It is Impossible to con- than giving lessons
Hughes of New Jersey was in
ly"
is more elastic. Should he have a large
in
art
ists
of
the
the
beating
gentle
ceive the distress of these Americans
showing a party of his
Washington
family, or In case of sickness or other if the hate of the Mexican peasantry bank at Monte Carlo. The man who constituents
the
sights of the capital.
a
In
is
as
line
this
a professor
misfortune, he could reduce his ex- were turned upon them with no pro- poses
a provincial old lady,
was
In
the
group
individual of
penses, since it Is possible to live tection from the Mexican govern- distinguished looking
who seemed obsessed' with the idea
mansuave
50, with soft voice and
that New York and New Jersey made
cheaply, even in America. For the ment.
for congress ners whose black mustache makes a up most of the United States and got
be
It
necessary
may
average British laborer to reduce his
to deal vigorously with this question, not unpleasing contrast with the red out all the laws. In the corridors of
expenses, however, would be in a
intervention should come only as ribbon in the lapel of his coat and the war department the party ran
but
great majority of cases to cross the
a last resort., It would plunge this who charges a $5 bill for each half across a tall, towny-haireman.
line between decent living and grindInto an unwelcome war with hour's Instruction.
country
old
the
Who
is
lady.
that?"
queried
ing poverty.
The apparatus is all there, the
a friendly neighbor and would be
- The one item of rent is
of Nevada," ex
That's
Bartlett
perhaps the Justified
and
the
little
the
ivory
chips
only after every reasonable wheel,
"Congressman
most elastic In the entire domestic
baH. The wheel has four handles to it, plained Hughes.
and demand had failed.
protest
catalogue. There is no doubt that too
one
true
in
Monte Carlo style, because
o
"Goodness gracious!" she said, "fou
many American workers particularly
of the great secrets of the professor's
'
dan t
have
'em from
everywhere,
those employed in offices and stores
SETTING AN EX'AlPjLE
on
those
system lies in the tab kept
Magazine.
Popular
pay more for rent than they can
handles, which are not to be found you?"
afford. They feel that they belong
on American wheels.
The board of
to a certain fixed social strata, that of San Miguel county has awarded the
The professor makes no claim to Favorite Fiction
"Punctureless Tires."
they must keep up appearances to con contracts for three new bridges to teach anyone how to break the bank
"I'll Ring 'Em Again."
form to that standard, and so often cost $14,000 and' thus1 set' t! "pYah-in an afternoon and he does not asa considerable proportion of their rent (worthy example to other counties, sume that one must win a certain
"Guests Will Oblige by Reporting
on the Part of Emmoney goes to pay for the privilege says the Santa Fe New Mexican. San- amount each day, but explains to his Inattention
of living in a particular neighborhood. ta Fe county too, contemplates the pupils that roulette is a game of per- ployes."
i
I Didn't Know You Had Company,
In England there is a maximum, erection of three new bridges in the centages and that the amount drawn
if not a "rule" to the effect that not near future, one over the Gallsteo near out of a bank by any percentage sys- Mrs. Horrocks, or I Wouldn't Have
more than
of the family Cerrillos, another on (Delgado street tem depends upon the number of Called."
"Boats Will Leave This Dock ai
inoome should be paid for rent. '
In Santa Fe to replace a structure times the pitcher goes to the well,
The English margin ' Tor this pur- washed away by floods six years ago therefore he calculates upon so much Follows."
"Madame, I Had This House' Re- pose may be too narrow, but In and another across the Santa Fe on for each roll of the wheel that the
Four
Only
America it Is certainly too wldersince! jfcathedral street This is praiseworthy, punter plays.
papered
Throughout
Months Ago."
it does not leave enough" for - the for substantial bridges are part of the
"Fresh Filberts." Chicago Tribune.
other necessities of the household, good roads movement which the Santa
and is practically prohibitive of a sav- Fe board of county commissioners has A Reliable Medicine Not' a Narcotic
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con"Look here," the angry manager exings account or a rainy day fund. But taken up with such vim now that the centrated form ingredients of estabthe American "system" cannot be new court house expenditures have lished therapeutlo value for- - the relief claimed, "what do you mean by turnblamed for this, and if in this coun- been nearly wiped out and the finan- and cure of all kidney and bladder ing in such a play as this to me? You
Foley Kidney Pills are an jet , the Villain marry the heroine an3
try there Is not a bank account for cial status of the county permits plans ailments.' tonJff"
and restorative. Retlseptic,"
every workman. It is the fault pri- for permanent road and bridge lm- fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and permit the hero to get the worst of it
all around, although he is an exerap- individual.
...
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Red Cross Drug Co.
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
HONEY AND STOCKS
1--

4

3-- 4

7-- 8;

3--

1--

1--

7--

7-- 8;

1--4.

HE1AL
20. Lead, dull
standard copper dull;
Silver
spot and May 11.601L75;
New York, April

4.404.50;

'

53

;
'

WOOL

''

Wool,' market
unchanged. ' Territory and ' western
mediums 15 17; fine mediums 13
''
15; fine 11012.
St. Louis, April 20.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, April 20. Wheat, May 90;
Corn, May 60
July 87
Oats, May 82l-8- ; July
July 51
32. Pork, May 15.47
July 14.77
2 ;
7.82
Lard, May
July 7.92
Ribs, May 8.35; July 7.9597
7--

1--

1--

July

7.87

1

southern cows and heifers $3.255;
native cows and heifers $3 06.20
and feeders $ 4. 50 5. 75
stockers
bulls $45.25; calves
4.506.75
western steers $4.756;
western
cows

$3.255.25.

Hogs 12,000, market five to ten
lower. Bulk $5.956.15; heavy $5.90
06.03; packers and butchers $5.95
6.15; light $6.106.20.
Sheep 7,000, market steady. Muttons $3.504.75; lambs $56; fed
wethers and yearlings $4 5. 25; fed
western ewes $3.504.25.
CM1CAQO LIVESTOCK
April 20. Cattle, 6,500,
market
slow at decline. Beeves
$5.156.60; Texas steers $4.605.60;
western steers $4.805.75; stockers
and feeders $45.70; cows and heifers $2.655.75; calves $4.756.50.
Hogs 2'4,000, market slow and lower. Light $6.056.40;
mixed $6
6.35; heavy $5.756.20; rough $5.75
5.95; good to choice heavy $5.95
6.20; uigs $6.056.35; bulk $6.10
6.25.
NaSheep 15,000, market weak.
tive $34.70; western $3.154.70;
yearlings $4.305.25; lambs, native
$4.506.15; western $4.756.15.
Chicago,

Safe Medicine for Children
Honey and Tar Compound
Foley's
KANSAS CITY UVESTOCK
Is a safe and effective medicine for
Kansas City, April
4,000 children as it does not contain opiates
including 300 southerns.,. Market or harmful drugs. The geniuen Fol
Tar Compound Is in
steady to weak. Native steers $5.25 aey's Honey and
yellow package. O, G. Schaefer and
6.40; southern steers $4.505.80; Red Cross Drug Ca
20.-Cat-tle,

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

I3ttt

If It is New "The Store

Off AH

T

Eastern Price, 13c Yd.

i

Call money 3
2
2
per cent; prime mercantile
4 per cent Mexican dol
paper 3
61:
lars 45. Amalgamated
Sugar
116 bid;
Great
Atchison 107
Northern pfd. 124
New York CenNorthern Pacific 122
tral 105
Pacific
.Southern
Reading 151
Steel 74
114; Union Pacific 174
preferred 119
New York, April 20.

of Quality" Has It

hj5

'

'I,.,'

,i

Ask to See

j
11 3XS

J

We Want to Call Your Attention to Our
Line of Women's, and Hisses'
Suits and Dresses
Summer Forerunners in the
Women's Suit Store
The daintiest of wash ' dresses from $4.25
to $32.50, have fluttered in for their share of
inspection. In their novel effects and little
varied touches are the first glimpses of the
styles that the coming Summer will bring.

i

J

A

5.

Women's Silk Dresses
So rriany times when .'a pretty Silk Gown
is the one thin for the occasion.
These are
delightful for summer out door wear, and will
fit in charmingly for the dressy home-gow- n
when: summer is past.
Foulards are all the
rage.'Manv have the new peasant sleeves.
,

'

SPECIAL IN MEN'S WEAR SECTION
One lot of Men's Belts Drummers
Samples Worth 65c, 75c and $1.00, at
50c each.
;

Florsheim Shoes. Manhattan Shirts,
Coopers' and Superior Made Und erwear,
Stetson Hats.

See Our Line of

Summer Wash
Hats and Caps

a

Shown in newest styles

;

tirmiimnrrn

II

snenrJ

dollars

V.v.

tone-quali- ty

j&ssjt

i

vrrtin.

selection ohgeords we have
just receiyVd.fi
'

STORE .OF QUALITY"
'

'l
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1!
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acknowledged
perfect?
That's what the makers nf Mia
,ua ...i
they found a way to make the
of Victor
w
v.caici man ever Detore. It cost
a fortune
. .
. t)
to make
nvr
nMrf;Mn..
..
.
:
h
tt.
victor list but they did it. j.uvin.oiiy every record in
ot t,ie records that
ted
There's a
fnr . w v.
ou,
lo
fiu
ierms to suit,
invited
to
Yourjecordjally
hear the new

and best materials, per suit
75c to $2.00.
--

half-millio-

to improve something that was already
universally
T
to be

For Boys and Girls A
very complete assortment
here
s

Boy's Wash Suits

Would

E. Las Vegas

.

Opposite

&"'eda

'v,;;- ;-

nrr'T'ULtmm'BmBmmmmmmmmm

Hotel
'

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

MANY VILL BID

TfcMPrescripllonlsK
Mr. and Mrs. J. Duffy 0f Raton are
visum crieAds fn Las Vegas. Alderman B. F. Forsythe has return!
ed to Ms 'ranch af ten- - brief
visit to
vegas.

The

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows "how
and why the man
whom everything depends,

ON

fir

lost sight 6rW-- ' rfomehH
in prescryfUiji. filling.
Every
prescription leaving our .
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you 'may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
A

Harrj'Schlrrhaa .returned to Lamv

after having been here a few days
nsiung mends.
.
r
ana Mrs. E. R. Russell will
Jr.
leave tomorrow morning oa an auto
mobile trip to Denver.
Herbert jW.Clark left last evening
for the southern part of the
territory
on united States court business.
C. L. Potlarf,
a'promlnent merchant

H

After
Easter Sale

SEWER

SYSTEM

v

INDICATIONS'

Of" KEEN COMPETl-TIOTO LAND CONTRACT
FOR WORK

There evidently will be lively competition In the bidding for the construction of the Las Vegas sewer sys
tem. Though the call for bids has
been published but a few times, in
quiries have been received from con
tractors in other cities. Yesterday rep
resentatives of Pueblo contractors
were here and examined the plans aud
over the
specifications and went
ground, examining the. route to be followed by the mains and laterals. They
also consulted with Mayor K. D. Good-al- l
and City Engineer George E.
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Advertised, in Last Sat- Optic still
lt.

Continues Until Sat

urdayNighUpril 22
When you think of Rugs,
Linoleum or Navajo Rugs, hink
of

,

- ,-

THE LE FEDRES TO

The World Famous

BE PLACED ON
(it i. ,

IS'llLEE SI

TRIAL

C ERS

:EVERY ONE A STAR:

BROTHERS ACCUSED OF ASSAULT
WITH INTENT TO KILL
RICARD0

11

DUIICAII OPERA HOUSE, APRIL 22

LOBATO

Of considerable Interest to Las
people, pn aucount of its

The Personnel of (he Worlds' Jubilee Singers:

with a crime for which Augus
Mr. Q. L. JOHNSON,, m
tine Harmon was tried aud convicted
1-first Tenor
5
'
here at the May term of Ilia district
Lyric Tenor
court last year, is the case of Santiago
of Espanola, was In the
Mrfc. C. P. WILLIAMS
city today
,
Second Tenor
LeFebre aud his brother, Unofre
buying goods of local wholesalers.
Comedian
Singing
wll
.
.
!
TIT .
whidi
ha
called
Monday
of:
Think
WINTERS DRUG CO.
.
riicntieia or Tulsa, Okla,
.
Mr.'J.
Johnson; t
morning at the opening of the Mora
, .Baritone
is in Las Vegaa He Is looking at
$9.60 for the $12 and 12.50 county district omirt. The met) are
"(
Musical
pirector
New Mexico land and may decide to
Phone Main 3
Navajos: $13.50 for the $17.50 charged wtih assuult with inteut to
"
locate.
Mf.J.S. CRABBEV....'.,.,
$18.50 and $19.50 Navajos.
.Basso
kill Hkardo
olm!o, a deputy sheriff
The Pe6ple'8 Favorite Bass
Gilbert Rosenwald has returned from
u
Think of:
m
ur
nl ul whom liurmou was
for the
Santa Fe, where he attended the semi
sent to the xjillentlury. Their attorMJnie. VIRGINIA GREENE
55c yard for the 75c Linoleum:
Prima Donna
annual reunion of the Scottish Rite
will unit for a
Is
it
uniliiralum!,
ney,
Dixie Land's Sweetest Singer
65c
for
,
the
85c
Linoleum.
i,
yard
the
call
for
Masons.
bids
will
Saturday
ap
change of venue aud aiguuieutg fur
We
Mdme. ANNIS HACKLEY- Think of;
Mrs. Paul McCormlck,
nieoe of pear in the advertisement columns ol
and SKulnst utli a proceeding will
Soprano
A Voice of Sympathy and kSweetness
Mrs. J. H. Ward. Is here for a few The Engineering Record, a publication
Received Lot of
be
offered.
for
the $10 Solid Oak
$6.95
which reaches a large number of condays' visit, accompanied by her chil
Mime. CLARA K. WILLIAMS
It will be remembered tbut LobatQ
Dresser; $9.95 ;for the $14.50
Contralto
tractors and engineers. This is ex
dren, from Chaperlto.
Dressers.J
was killed ubout eighteen months ago
The Dixie Ballad Singer
to result in a large number of
pected
mcnara union and family are in
while attempting to arrest Ilarmon,
letters of inquiry and several bids. Think of:
Mdme. IIATTII5 UOBBS
,
the city on a visit ,to Mrs. Dillon's
whom be had a warrant charging
pjanist
for
According to the plan adopted by the
A Talented Aecompanist .
for
the
$9.95
$15.00
of
use
shootMr.
reckless
firearms.
Mrs.
R.
M.
The
and
Williams .council the
parents,
specifications will be kept with storm front, only at
The Dillons live In Encino.
ing occurred at the home of the
CI AS. P. WILLIAMS, Mgr., 6618 Vernon Ave,, Chicago.
on file here In the city engineer's of
of Harmon, at a little
cousins
Mrs.
C.
P.
returned
this
flee.' It would require considerable ex
Carpenter
1
settlement in Mora county. The Le- afternoon from-Monrovia,
Calif., Dense to have enough plans made to
THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF
I
Febres were present at the time of
where she recently accompanied the send copies to all the contractors who
Jubilee Songs
the killing.
Negro Lullabys
Ballads
body of her husband, which was in-- - (will write for them. Men who are
In Bulk
surPlantation Songs
Such peculiar
circumstances
Negro Comic Songs
terred at that place.
Ragtime Songs
really anxious to land the contract
rounded the death of Lobato that Dis
Cabin and River Songs Classic Selections
Negro Melodies
Judge Clarence' J. Roberts is ex undoubtedly will be willing to come to Opposite Y. M. O. A.. E. Las
an
in
Camp
trict
Meeting
Package
Vegas
Sentimental Songs
Sungs
ward,
making
Sacred Songs
Attorney
pected to arrive tomorrow from Ra Las Vegas in order to gain informa
Investigation at the scene of the
ton. Saturday he will hear cases in tion upon which to make their bids.
crime, ordered the body disinterredSeats at Murphey's and Schaeffer's, $1, 75c. 50c
chambers and Sunday he will go to By doing so they will show their good
From Barteldes Seed
In addition to bullet wounds evident
Mora, where he will open the Mora faith.
COURT DECLINED TO
Co. It will pay you
ly made by Harmon's gun, the district
The fact that inquiries have ul
county district court Monday morning.
to see our line before
attorney discovered in the body
ready been received and that contrao
REMOVE RECEIVER bullet of .32 caliber. The LeFebres William E. Gortner, court stenographtors have come upon the ground less
buying1 elsewhere.
SALOON BECOMING
NOTORIOUS
were known to have been carrying er, will be
than a week after the first publication
present. A number of Las
A saloon on lower Railroad avenue
weapons of that caliber. Mr. Ward se Vegas attorneys will go to Mora to
of the call for bids in The Optic,
c. C. MURRAY CONTINUES
is becoming notorious
because of allows that this
IN cured the guns on the following day
represent clients before the court.
paper 1b read gen
at the Walton hotel in Mora. From
fights and other disturbances which erally throughout Colorado and the
CHARGE OF NEW MEXICO
Grocer and Butcher.
evidence secured during the investiga
have occurred there recently. Mon southwest. It is understood several
CENTRAL RAILROAD
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
tion it was learned that several shots
day night a man apeared on the local contractors will put in bids on
were fired at the time of the killing
street with a frightful gash under his the
Philadelphia, April 20. Scientists
Santa Fe. N. M., April 20. Judge of
job.
Lobato, probably by other men than from all parts of the United States
By OWNER
eye. He said he had been struck by
John R. McPie, in the district court
and the deputy sheriff. Ac and Canada are in attendance at the
Harmon
in the hands of the barten
glass
last evening, announced his decision
f der. The man was a transient
and did SENATOR WORKS MAKES PLEA in the case of certain creditors of the cordingly the LeFebres were arrested. general meeting of the American Phil
BASEBALL SCORES;
The LeFebres testified at the trial osophical society, which opened here
or 560 acres in
not go to a doctor.
Last night he
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
New Mexico Central railroad, who
of Harmon, 'which was held here on today for a session extending over
nnounced his Intention of bringing
removal
the
of
C.
Receiver
(Continued From Page One)
sought
Sections
C,
miles from
a change of venue. One of the men three days One of the most Inter
charges against the proprietors of the
Murray. According to the terms of Is a
wounds
it
The
helpless
features
cripple.
of
will
the convention
Watrous. Best offer and terms
esting
place for assault as his wound had tives and their own government is a the decision Receiver Murray will be
National League
grown painful and threatened to be violation of the constitution of the retained in his office, but the Albu is believed they inflicted upon Loba- be a lecture of Prof. Svante Arrhe- land. Address owner.
Score
R.H.E. come infected. v He did not notify the United States and an encroachment querque Eastern, a dormant property, to were not necessarily fatal, but it is mus of Stockholm, on the physical gets
LeFebres were shooting condition of the planet Mars
the
thought
5 8 4 police or the district attorney's office
Philadelphia
upon the principles of our representa which was Included in the New Mex- at
the officer in an effort to assist
Boston
3 5 0 today, however, and It Is believed he tive form of
ico Central, is to be segregated there
government.
Harmon in resisting arrest For this
Batteries
Beebe
and iloran; left town. A negro Is said to have
"That is. the issue which confronts from and taken from control of Mr. reason
SEEKS TO DEPOSE- BISHOP
they have been charged with
Brown and Graham.
been badly hurt In a row In the same us today. The proposed constitution of Murray as receiver.
s
Lisbon,
April '20. The Official'
to
assault
kill.
intent
with
Score
R. H. iv saloon a short time ago.. An investi Arizona
The case had occupied the attention
provides for the initiative,
Journal
today
on
published a decree sup
Another
the
case
interesting
6 8 1 gation of the
Boston
place should be made. referendum and recall. Objection is of the district court for the past week Mora
of Beja and
the
blshoprlo
docket
of
is
pressing
that
Jefferson Bldg-- , Peoria, 111.
Seraplo
county
7 9 2
'..
Philadelphia
made to the admission of this terri and a half. During the last three days,
who Is charged with per ordering judicial proceedings against
Romero,
Batteries
Peddue
and
Tyler,
tory as a state on this ground and night sessions were held in order to jury. At a recent term of court in the bishop on the charges of embezzle
and DR.
Graham; Brennan, Alexander
conclude the case In time to allow Mora
alone."
this
HEWETT MAKES
county, Romero testified in the ment The bishop of Beja was among
Dooln.
Senator Works then attempted to Judge McPie to go to Washington to defense of a man
charged with as those expelled from Portugal by the
R. ft E.
Score
from supreme appear before the house committee on sault with a
prove by reference
His
testimony was provisional government After his
quirt.
3 6 2
NEW DISCOVERY court decisions, and other legal and territories on behalf of the approval
Brooklyn
so thoroughly refuted by other wit expulsion he remained In biding anl
9
2
4
New York
political opinions that the people of of the New Mexico constitution.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
nesses that the grand jury brought then departed Into Spain.
Batteries Knetzer, Altchison, Bell
The closing days of the case were in an indictment
Arizona have a right to decide for
Romero,
Estimates
Furnished on All Kinds of
against
BURIED
TREASURES
BEFORE
THE
and Edwin; Ames and Myers.
themselves what form of a republican devoted to arguments by eminent
William Bledsoe of Solano, and John
Building-J-ob
Work a Specialty.
CHRISTIAN
ERA
Cincinnati-St- .
UNEARTHED
Louis
game
post
Mrs. P. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says:
government they will live under so counsel from St. Louis, Denver, Chi Bond are scheduled to be tried dur
336.
Main
Phone
In GUATEMALA
Opposite Optic
"Our little boy contracted a severe
and
poned; rain.
long as It does not conflict in any cago, Pittsburg, Albuquerque
ing the term for flourishing fire arms. bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
of the Santa Fe.
way with the constitution
There are not a great many criminal
cure him, I gave him
The decision in this case, which cases on the docket as at the last medicine did not
New York, April 20. Edgar L. Hew. United States or the principles of
The 8ound 8lsep of Good Health
and Tar Compound in
Honey
Foley's
American League
Can not be over estimated and anv
ltt, director of the School of American the Declaration of Independence. As was one of the hardest fought in term a 'great deal of work was done which I have great faith. It cured
R. H. E Archaeology, has just returned to New "republican form of government"
Score
is the annals of the First judicial diS' and most of
as well as the choking and ailment that' prevents it Is a menace
the
cough
was
criminal
business
the
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
6 8
Bpells, and he got well In a
York from Quirigua, Guatemala, with not defined by the constitution, he trict. is of the highest importance. It
Chicago
The grand Jury, however, gagging
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
completed.
tme.
and
Tar
short
Honey
Foley's
3
3
8
.
.
sale
of
the is
St Louis
a glowing report of the American re declared that It must be assumed permits of the separate
to nave a busy session as Compound has many times saved us sleep soundly nights, because of pains
expected
Batteries
across my back and soreness of my
Criss and Clark; Scott searches there . .The diggings at both that the phrase was used In the "gen New Mexico Central and of the Albu there are a
large number of investi- much trouble and we are never with
and Payne.
out it in the nouse." O. Q. Schafer kidneys. My appetite was very poor
Quirigua, and Copan, he says, have erally accepted sense, if there is any.' querque Eastern railroads, and it is gations for it to conduct.
and my general condition was much
All other American league games laid bare ancient cities of surpassing He then sought to prove his conten held in some quarters that it may
Court will begin in Mora Monday and Red Cross Drug Co.
run down. I have been taking Foley
postponed; wet grounds or because of splendor, which flourished long be tion that under a "republican form of mean the early completion of the lat morning
Clarence J.
with Judge
Kidney PULb but a short time and now
i
The
Eastern
ter
the
railroad.
in
as
for
rain.
Albuquerque
fore the. Christian era.
government,"
provided
Lame shoulder Is nearly always due sleep as sound as a rock, my general
Roberts on the bench. District Attor
The American archaeologists are in constitution, "the power to govern which has never been completed. Is ney Ward will appear as prosecutor to. rheumatism of the muscles, and conditions Is greatly Improved, and I
designed to connect the New Mexico and John Joerns, clerk of the court quickly yields to the free application know that Foley Kidney Pills have
complete. possession of the ruins at exists in the people."
of Cnamberlaln's Liniment Sold by curod ne." O. O. Schaefer and Red
American Association
in
was
Central
with the Hagen coal fields by for
while
He
declared
he
There
that,
found
have
Quirigua.
they
the Fourth judicial district, and all druggists.
Cross Drug Co.
road
means
of a branch
from Moriarty
r
At Louisville Minneapolis 8; Lou sculptors as beautiful as any that favor of the direct election reforms
isville 5.
Egypt or Assyria ever boasted, and which Arizona wanted, he did not be via Hagen to Albuquerque.
which
At .Toledo Toledo-Kansa- s
City hieroglyphics even more interesting, lieve in a pure democracy,
but these can scarcely be read. Only (would be "too weak and unstable to
game postponed; rain.
the system of reckoning time has been meet the demands of a nation like OWNERS SET FIRE
At Indianapolis St,
a polls game postponed; wet grounds. deciphered, and the real history is our own. But surely tnere is a nappy
At Columbus
ColumbusMilwaukee carved on blocks which no man has medium, a middle ground between
the unwarranted and corrupt power
TO LIQUOR STORE
yet been able to translate.
game postponed; rain.
Close study of the masterpieces of now exercised by our representatives
antique genius thus far unearthed and a system "which would destroy
seems to show a close cultural re this system and establish in its place CHICAGO POLICE SCOUT BLACK
semblance between this civilization a pure democracy."
HAND THEORY IN MYSTERIJ. M. CUNNINGHAM. Pre.ld.nt.
.0.pH.,PMfd,n
Senator Works expressed the hope
9mmm
and that of the races farther north,
FRANK SPRINOBR, Vic. Pn.ld.nt,
M
BLAZE
OUS
HIsMSW
but there is not enough resemblance that if Arizona were now refused ad
9100,000.00
0BB,OOO.OO
D.T.HOSKINS, C.hl.r,
to prove that there ever was any act mission, the people there "would stand
20.
Three
Chicago, April
persons,
ual connection between North ana on their manhood and stay outside
&
South America before the fall of until the politics of this country is supposed to have been burned to
purified, regenerated and elevated so death in a fire which followed an exRome.
JP&ld
, 'on
that their progressive and enlightened plosion last night In the wholesale
constitution will be their sure pass liquor store of Joseph Morici and com
ARMY OFFICER
BRITISH
WED3
There is not an ounce of ropany, were reported today as having
Ottawa, Ont., April 20. Christ port to statehood."
sin in Sunny Monday I. sun- Church Cathedral was thronged with
O
left the building safely. Morlcl and
in
have
used
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his
Peter
toMlsuracet,
Rosin
partner,
of
members
society
distinguished
dry Soap.
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
all other laundry soaps be- lay upon the occasion of the wedding A meeting of the stockholders of been arrested. The police believe
Is for everyone to open a savings account while
the case is one of arson and that the
have an earning ability, and to save ' systemthey
cause it is cheaper than the of Ml, Lola Heatrlcp Powell, third- the Las Vegas Masonic Building asso black
to do with it
hand
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purpose of electing a board of di- much sickness. Keep your bowels
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which
of
soap
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or
rectors
to serve for the ensuing year, regular madam, and you will escape
Offers many advantages to depositors,' two of the
shrink
clothes will sot
When mtdlclne must be given to and to transact such other business as many of the ailments to which women
most important are safety and reliability. It would
woolens, or turn clothes yellow.
young obHdrin It should be pleasant - may legally come before such meett are subject. Constipation is a very
be to your advantage to have an account with this
Sunny Monday is just as pure tl
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many simple
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WANTED First class dining room
girl. Inquire Montezuma restaurant

For Sale
FOR SALE No. 2 Dcnsmore typewriter, $10.00. Call at Optic office.
cows,

l'OR SALE Ho'osler kitchen cabinet
and round oak heater; also house
to rent. 1008 Eighth street.
house on corFOR SALE New
ner. Three lots, large pantry, 11
closets. Modern, except heat. Bargain for party needing convenient
home. liberal terms. Would accept smal'er desirable place as part
payment C. M. Daugherty, 1004
Third street.
InFOR SALE Good span mules.
quire Lee Gerard, San Miguel Bank.

FOR SALE Cheap, $75 refrigerator
In use only a short time. Inquire
Douglas.

FOR BALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
ords at The Optio ofCce.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicka, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
gie E Stevens. Humboldt, Kan., R 2.

Lost
Third degree Masonic pin. Re

turn to Normal Dormitory.
SUIT TO QUIET TITLE
In the District Court for the Coun
ty of San Miguel, Territory of New
Mexico.

W. W. Wagner,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Unknown claimants of Interests in the premises
adverse to the plaintiff,
No.720
Defendants,
You, the defendants In the above
entitled cause, are hereby notified
that a suit has been commenced
against you in the District Court for
the County of San Miguel, New Mex
ico, by the above named plaintiff;
that the object of said action is to
quiet title to the land and real estate
described in the complaint of the said
action as follows,
That cei
tain piece and tract of land situate
in the county of San Miguel within
the limits of the Pecos grant, bound
ed on the north by a due east and
west line running through a certain
rock or stone in the Pecos river, an!
through a big pine tree, which marks
the limit between the land herein
described and that formerly of Jose
Maria Valencia; on the east by the
east boundary of the Pecos grant; on
the south by an east and west line
one mile and a half south of the
north boundary above mentioned, ex
tending from the east boundary of
the Pecos grant to the Mesa or Ceja
of Pecos, thence following northerly
along the said Mesa or Ceja to the
west boundary of the Pecos grant
north to the intersection of the north
boundary above described; and that
unless you enter or cause to be ent.ered your appearance In the said ac
tion m or before the 3rd day of June,
A. D. 1911, Judgment will be rendered
In said cause against you by default,
Plaintiff's attorneys are Thomas B,
Catron, Santa Fey New Mexico, and
Charles W. O. Ward, Las Vegas, New

'

to-wi- t:

Mexico.

lrr ww
can do is barren of results. Once the
disease manifests Itself in an individual all hope for him is abandoned
and as a preventive nothing so far attempted is effective In any degree.
The city of Harbin has Its Chinese'
and Russian, or European quarters.
The former is, of course, much the
more unsanitary and crowded and

there the deaths have been most numerous.
Where coffins are obtainable (the
supply is far below the demand) they
are piled up like cordwood, saturated
with kerosene and they and their contents are burned. But most of the
bodies are placed in pits with oiled
logs and burned. This process et
wholesale incineration goes on dally.
The mortality among doctors and
nurses Is frightful, Europeans seemThe
ing as susceptible as natives.
people are frantic with fear or deadened by the terrible dread which
bears them down. 'At first the na
tives, having no faith in the foreign
doctors and European methods, did
all they could to obstruct. They hid
away their dying and dead and there
by added to the peril. Now fear has
made them heartless
Those engaged in sanitary work
constantly patrol the streets, muffled against the bitter cold and with

Fraternal

DAM OPTO

.Broth-

Reg-kniul-

Brothers are cordially invited. J.
day in each month at Ma- K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- Condon,
Secretary.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at FraCHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
MASONS
ROYAL ARCH
Regular
Brothers are cordially invited. 3.
convocation first Monday
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Maat
in each month
Condon, Secretary
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday in O. R, C. hall, Pioneer
building. Visiting members are corRANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K-- ;
ThursS. Meets second and fourth
E.
P. Mackel, F. S.
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
hall on Sixth street All visit-Intheir
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
brethren cordially invited to 'attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
IT. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C- - V.
every Monday eveHedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hall.
MODVisiting Knight9 are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779
AMERICA
ERN
WOODMEN
OF
Invited.
cordially
Meets the second and fourth Fri
Chas. E. Llebsch-nie- r,
Chancellor days of each month in the W. O,
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Commander. Harry
George
Clay, Venerable Consul;
Martin, Keeper of
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records-an- d
Seal.
assistant deputy. Visiting NeighBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
bors are cordially invited.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DKNTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
memGivens, Secretary.
Visiting
DENTIST
bers cordially invited.
,
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
Office
Phone Main 57
102 Meets every Monday night at
...
Residence
Phone Main 418
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are corDENTIST
welcome.
Fred
dially
Phillips, president; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has
phones
Bally, Treasurer. :..
at office and residence.

o

B

g

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-

fa

Meet in

erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, eache"&;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.
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DEPARTMENT
is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

ATTORNEYS
-

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
1
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
A
Jose Ohavira, Tome, N. M.
One dark bay horse tS
hi
years old, 4 feet nine inches high.
Branded
DP II
"A.
On right hip
t
Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed hv owner nn nr
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
A' Chinese Pagoda.,
dave after last, annnnrnnna of this ail.
their faces masked In the hope of es- vertisement, said estray will be sold
caping contagion. They gather up the oy una tsoara ror tne benefit of the
dying or dead, put them Into carts owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.,
and hustle them to the pest houses or
Alhnaiutrnnn. K. M
m
to the funeral pyres. .
In spite of every precaution the dis- First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
ease is spreading. Hundreds are dy
ing dally in Peking. In Chefoo and
Estray Advertisement
nearby towns the disease has apNotice la hereby given to whom it
peared. Throughout the whole of
concern that the following deShantung province the plague Is scat may
estray animal was taken up by
tered and the mortality is Increasing scribed
W. L. Harrell, Clayton, N. M.
a
In
Kwanchentze,
large
rapidly.
Cue red cow, 3 years old.
town .west of Kerln province, close
Branded
to the Manchurian railway, the deaths
KIN
On left ribs
average 100 per day. In several parts
of eastern Siberia the plague has apSaid animal being unknown to this
peared and that It will rapidly work Board, unless claimed by owner on or
its way westward is feared.
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
In Europe every precaution is being
days after last appearance of this adtaken and It is hoped to keep out the vertisement, said estray will be sold
Is
will
fear
The
come
it
that
plague.
by this Board for the benefit of the
overland by way of Russia. Medical owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
experts, however, believe that the
greater cleanliness of the people, med
Albuquerque, N. M.
leal skill, modern sanitation and rigid First pub, Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
quarantine will prevent the plague en
terlng Europe, or at least prevent It
' Estray Aavertltement
becoming a scourge.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
.
One roan pony horse 12 cr
15 years old.
Branded
Or. left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by thlu Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

I

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

,

To-wi- t:

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Felipe Bernal, San Antonio, N. M.
One berry color pony
mare about 4 or 5 years old, about
five feet high.
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to mi
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

All

ART

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. , Prompt work is
assured.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estrar antms.1
Manuel Lopez, Las Cruces, N M.
One bay yearling colt.
Branded
i
On left neck
Sali animal being unknown to tin
Board, unless claimed hv own or nn n
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Alhuniinrniio M
i
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

PMIITE IS

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing.'l Our work is
"correct"! in every detail..

day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
&
HUNKER
HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
Attorneys at Law
President; Charles Greenclay, SecLas Vegas
New Mexico
retary.

CATTLE

JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.

DIRECTORY

NO. 2, A. F. A RED MEN

W

Wanted
more voracious each
resistless tentacles
GROWING reaching into new
for victims, the great
(jninese plague la graauauy
leaving behind it a trail of death and
disaster, and apparently defying the
efforts of both Chinese and foreign
physicians to check it. The fatal pest
is the "black death," and it is sweeping through China in Its most malignant form. No cripples or convales
cents are left In its trail, nothing but
death. For it proves fatal In a very
few hours to each person it lays Its
hand on. There is no middle ground
with fills dreaded pest. , It Is either
escaping It altogether or death.
The Oriental plague is numbering
its victims by scores of thousands; it
will not belong until it Is by hun
dreds of thousands. At Harbin, Man
churia, 6,000 bodies of victims were
burned and the ashes burled on the
hunoutskirts of the city. Forty-eigh- t
dred of these came from the Chinese
section of the city and the balance
from the Russian quarters. On one
day 16 stacks of coffins and seven pits.
filled with bodies and oiled logs.
blazed outside the city walls.
The happenings of Europe during
the seventeenth century, when the
"black plague" swept through the
country, are being repeated with all
their gruesomeness In China today.
At first the Chinese, faithful to their
weird religious rites for the dead, ob
jected to the plague victims being
burned, and the authorities ran up
against a great deal of trouble. Then
aU was' changed. Fear, bordering on
panto, gripped the Chinese. No more
do they defy the medical officers and
keep the sick and dead hidden. In
the fight for life it has become a case
of brother against brother, or father
against son.
The stricken ones are forced into
the streets, to starve or freeze, or to
fall perishing from the swift and
deadly attack the plague makes on
its victims. Passersby avoid them.
but sometimes those engaged in sani
tary work, masked and bandaged,
reach them before they die and cart
them to the pesthouse, or, If they are
dead, to the funeral pyres. Not in
frequently an outcast is to be seen
kneeling and making his obeisance
before the grave of an ancestor, in
sight of a pile of bodies of which he
Is soon to become one.
The mortality among the physicians
and the hospital attendants Is high.
considering the means taken for their
protection, and many doctors, nurses
and orderlies are succumbing to the
disease. No serum has yet been discovered to aid in checking the disease, although the Chinese physicians
hope soon to have one of their own,
the foreign Importations
having
proved ineffective. The courage of
these faithful attendants, numbering
many foreign missionaries, physicians
and nurses among them. Is wonderful.
With scarcely an exception they remain at their work, fighting the
plague already in their district, or
making preparations to do battle with
It when It arrives.
In northern Manchuria the plague
is spreading rapidly, while In Tlen- Tsln, the native city, conditions are
becoming alarmingly worse. The utter absence of any intelligent 'inspection and the Inadequate medical organization make each case a new cen
ter for the spread of the infection,
since there Is no Isolation to prevent
contact.
No ray of comfort shines from the
reports being received from Harbin,
where the Manchurian plague Is raging, or from Peking and other places
In the Infected district of north
China where the grim reaper Is daily
cutting wider swaths In the harvest
of dead. The Manchurian plague is
as much of a mystery as it was when
it first appeared, and all that the best
skill possessed by European experts

THE

HANDLED

B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
conclave second Tues-V- ,

srt

V

Optic's Number, Main 2.

WANTED Good cotton rags. Must
be clean, soft and large, 5c per
pound. Optic OfQoe.

LODGE

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially ' invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H,
Sporleder, Secretary.

11

WANTED Bookkeeper and
Apply Aetna Building
Loan Ass'n.

CAFE

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

A. M.

I

LOST

BEST GOODS

SJCIETY AND BUSINESS

II

FOR SALE Two good milch
1023 Tllden.

RESTAURANT

'

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

COLUMN

1107
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom Jt
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up bv
W. C. Simptson, Deming, N. M.
One dun horse, about 15
years old.
Branded
.
"
On left hip
j
Said animal being unknown to tb
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be so'd
by tills Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

C

PUBLISHING CO.

Telephone Main 2

i

d

To-wi- t:
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Continuous Advertising
TS

'

WHAT makes your name familiar and

1 identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
J If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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Famous Horse Polk Badget
Won $150,000

i9u

?

,

Mllili Mil bill Mim

Chicago. April 20. "Come In and son and Wilkins,
they smuggled old
eee the notorious horse, folk Badget,
Spooks out of Oakland, substituted
that was raced as a ringer by the Abba L. and won with her. The
mare,
Brannon brothers, and with which In the belief that sbe was
Spooks,
Admission 10 opened up at 100 to 1 and from poo'
they won N$150,000.
cents."
rooms In Portland, Ore., Seattle and
That was the sign that nearly twen- Chicago, upwards of $40,000 was taken.
ty years ago was hung out over the The betting at the track netted only
entrance to the old fair grounds In $1,000 because there was fear on the THOMPSON GETS BIG BOOST without weight restrictions and goSt. Louis, and that epitomized the part of the confederacy
ing out of his class he haa gained an
that any
story of the most famous single splurge there would lead to inquiry Cyolona Johnny" It Getting to B immense following.
Rudolph TJnhoW, the Fighting Boar,
Graat Favorite With Fight Fans
ringing" case in the hlBtory of the and probable discovery.
Then they
who has returned to America, fought
In Antipodal.
American turf. Making allowance for took Abba L. down to Petaluma, raced
Thompson several times In tho lightthe hysterics of the management of her there In her right name, and the
weight
class, and declares he la the
a
After
"Cyclone
poor start,
Johnny"
the fair grounds, and the exaggeration next year shipped her to Latonia
befiome a great favor greatest fighter in the business.
haa
Thompson
of the men who suggested the exhibi- where she was "rung" as a
declares ha does not think the
ite among the fight fans of Australia,
tion, it is undoubtedly within the facts old under the name of Untrue, and according to letters received by fight- light, welter or middleweight lives
who can put Thompson out in twenty
that a sum in excess of $100,000 was won at five furlongs.
rounds.
Unholi said the other day:
won on the fraud.
Prior to this
game, the
"I think Thompson must ba nearly
The idea of exhibiting the horse gang had played fast and loose ou
forty years old, and he is certainly a
was that all men might know him and the Montana circuit and the while they
wonder for a man of that age. He Is
his usefulness in further offense be bought McNamara. While this was
fighting stronger than ever; seems to
be getting younger."
them their
destroyed. An odd spectacle he was. the horse that brought
The paint that had been used to turn largest winnings, he was also the .behim from a bay into a chestnut had ginning of their downfall and disrupCOLLEGES
TAKE UP B0XNG
begun to fade, and in patches hU tion. He was such a "useful" horse
One-ha- lf
original color came back into its own. that they began to cast envious eyes
Athletes May Battle for Honor In Ring
His real name, as most persons w;i' on the east, and they later came here
as Well in Various Other
recall, was Tanner, a bay or brown to their undoing.
Sports.
gelding by Long Taw, that had raced
He was bought in Butte and a bill
Athletes representing various col
with some distinction in the east of sale made out to a man in Death,
when owed by Green B. Morris and Nevada. Chilson and the other party
leges soon may battle for honors in
the. ring as well as on the diamond,
J. De Long. '
took him into a canon some 10 miles
gridiron and tennis court Plana for
He was of that serviceable sort of beyond Butte and through a peroxide
a boxing league, long in contempla
horse that was just below stake form, process, made of him, a chestnut and
tion, were aided when William J.
but still better than useful. When he shipped him to the fair grounds, St.
Cromble, physical instructor In the
had passed 5 years old, he was bought Louis. He was there got ready to
University of Pennsylvania, sent letters to Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Cor
from De Long for a substantial price be Hiram Johnson. It was intended
nell and Columbia suggesting the for
said to have been $4,000 for west to start him there, hut he did not
mation of an Intercollegiate boxing
era parties who at that time 'were un- show form good enough in his work,
association.
disclosed. There was nothing unusual and he was reserved for New Orleans,
Pennsylvania has already given at
about the purchase. That came lattr. going by way of Texas.
tention to boxing. Bouts at the vaThe horse was taken west. There was
rious weights form a big feature of
Money to bet on him was planted
"Cyclone Johnny" Thompson.
a
horse in the west called all over the country in the rooms.
the May Day sports. The bouts are
Polk Badget. In general information There were probably fifty men in all lng men in Chicago. The Sycamore conducted under the amateur rules
he resembled Tanner. The Brannons who had commissions to place, and fighter got in "bad" when he firBt and never have been marked by one
went to Australia
of hia fail- serious accident. Such clever men as
painted up Tanner, entered him as they put them down with an assurance ure to make the because
weight necessary to Danny Hutchinson, Larry
MUler,
Polk Badget, bet on him all over the that was astounding to the layers of
keep him In the lightweight division, James Skinner, Livingston Sullivan,
country and made a fortune.
odds.
Still, only a few dollars drib as he had been advertised, but since T. D. Barclay and E. D. Roseharry
They had a sheep ranch in Nevada, bled into the ring at the track just ThomDson has been taking them on competed in the bouts.
where they "turned out" their horses the sort of money and .the quantity of
when too closely pursued, and at money that might be expected from that the commissioners there got for him, but that had no terror for
Piano, 111., they bought grounds that an innocent looking countryman own- their money down. They played most Chilson, and little hope for the parthad been once used for polo, and ou er and an apparently dense negro wiht of it in O'Leary's rooms, and O'Lean-- , ner.
e
it they trained their horses prepara- a
while not- - admitting his exact loss
stable.
Freckman started east as Uncle
tory to starting them. Piano was out
Sam HUdreth had a horse in the on the race, has said he would give Frank, and then began a series of
of the road of ordinary travel, and the same race
stands. Chilson was in no hurry
Major' Tenny and hia $40,000 to anyone who would assume
excuse for the purchase of It, the rati- vork
so good that Sain oet his losses and would produce his ori to hook up with the Jockey club.
ng up of sheep before shipment to a large sum on him. Sam was
When he reached them he wanted to
ginal sheets.
Chicago, was accepted if, indeed, any- perous, and when Sam is
The Fiddler, who really was McNa be ready. He was good at the waitprosparoits.
one was curious enough to Inquire.
e bets In the thousands. Hia lead mara, won. An investigation was ing game, for it was results he was
There were originally three in the was
followed, too, by a large number held, without definite result. But the after.
COLUMBIA MUSIC FESTIVAL
combination, with B. A. Chilson, of of hiB
The entry of "Cataract," that had
friends, and so there via a Jockey club got enough evidence to
S. C, April 20. Music
Columbia,
Ukiah, Calif., as the directing spirit. market for the "Hiram Johnson" make it
race
on
never
before appeared
any
reasonably certain it was on
states have arrivseveral
from
His name is.. mentioned because he
lovers
was
in
the
made
last
out,
program,
"Hiram Jonnson" won. the trail ofx the big conspirators.
admitted his position and connection money, well,
to
the three-dayhere
attend
ed
in
Klldreth openly said that no maiden Ther began a system of "shadowln;;' race of the day, October 30, 1905,
musical festival which vopened
in the courts of New York in the
was
New
and
Freckman
spring
York,
brought
and an investigation that perhaps never was equaled in
Freckman and the Fiddler cases. The beat his horse,
here today. One of the attractions is
stories were told this country. The Pinkerton agency over for "the killing." But the Jockey
Plausible
fo'lowed.
of
Fid- Victor, Herbert, accompanied by his
other two admitted the wagering
club"
on
was
from
The
alert
the
and the man and the negro wnt to had carte blanche. There wasn't a
identifica- famotia orchestra and a number of
money, but denied any knowledge of
That man who had wagered on the horde dler case, and the moment
their stable with the horse.
three
the ringing. There were also
was
a
tion
there
scurrying for noted soloists, including Mme. Elea-norbegan,
ulf-hFor
while the stewards were discus- who was not under espionage.
trainers one of them T. T. Cromwell,
was exposed and
The
de Clsnero, the mezzo soprano
plot
safety.
the mouths they were followed, and their
who was ruled off the turf for The sing the case in the Boston club,
Freckman impounded. Later the ne- of the Chicago Opera company, Mrs.
Fiddler case at Morris park in Octob? horso and the men disappeared. There associations noted. Wherever they gro Wilkins sought to have the horse Agnes
Lillian
soprano;
Kimball,
was much lamentation In the rooms weni and In whatever company, the returned to him In a
1903, a boy who was known as
suit, but Snelling. contralto; Evan Williams,
replevin
to the extent of $100,000, It was shadow followed. Every dollar that he was unsuccessful. In that suit Wiland a negro who was indiscrimtenor; Harry J. Fellows, F. Nerl
Geo. said hut it is probable that some was bet on The Fiddler was pursued
V.
Wilkins,
J.
as
known
before
inately
himself,
kins, and Chilson
and Frank Croxton.
Fanlkners, and J. Davis, hut who, in rooms desiring some notoriety rather to its source.
Judge Hoffman, gave the testimony
The Jockey club got a lot of evi- that is here authenticated.
his testimony, described himself with "hunched" their losses. A half of the
DREAD OF AN OPERATION
un- hustler
nearer
the
was
mark,
as
"a
but not quite enough for
$100,009
dence,
particularity
N. Manchester, Ind Mrs. Eva Ba-'
nigger."
and a
douhtedly.
conviction, and still more than enough One Conductor Helped Back to Work
shore, of this place, says, "I suffered
The combination took some years
Thence the horse was sent to La- to make it comfortable for the men
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and female
misery of every description.
In formation, but eventually assumed tonia and "roached"; and from there who had been engaged in the plot. he writes : "I was confined to my bed
attended me, and advised
Two
doctors
used
and
proportions that seemed to jasttiy was taken to the Nevada ranch to McNamara had to be destroyed If The with' chronic rheumatism
an operation. 1 lost weight until I
of
bottles
two
an
Remedy
was
Kidney
Foley's
He
Chilson In launching it
"shed out." His value as a chestnut Fiddler's identity was to remain, up with
effect. The third bootle put weighed only ninety pounds. I dreadhorseman of the wooly and had been realized on, and he bad to disclosed. Here began the first of me ongood
my feet and I resumed work aa ed an operation, and, instead, began
of
sort
judge be returned as a bay, and another the breaks that finally disrupted the conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
rascally type a fair
to take Cardul. In a short time, I
of thoroughbreds an expert in chem bay of similar conformation, but in- gang. The western element wantel Street Railway. It will do all you
25 pounds, and feel as well as O
It
rheumatism."
In
cases
gained
of
ferior quality, bought". A horse named the horse sent back to Nevada. Crom claim
lstry and had dabbled in veterinary.
of uric acid. O. G. I ever did. Cardul, I am sure, savel
blood
clears
the
his
part
and
O
He furnished the goods
The Fiddler was chosen as the appro well, in whose name he had run as Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
my life." Cardul is today used in
had
He
not
ners the money.
He
did
selected.
was
Fiddler"
agree.
"The
and
he
one,
priate
thousands of homes, where It relieves
y really bgan was
In March, 1892
purchased, sent to Nevada, and Eor. into unpleasant notoriety.
PENDING.
STILL
had
pain and brings back strength and
They
their extended campaign.
and his associates, to get
been mailt
had
Chilson
McNamara
after
then,
ambition. It is a woman's medicine,
worthcalled Spooks a
A
to represent him, The Fiddler was the horse away from Cromwell, got
for women's ailments, and you are
perShe
sluggish filly.
less,
cut a fake order in a bogus replevin
killed.
urged to try It for your troubles. Ask
formed sufficiently bad to demonstrate
Fiddler's teeth did not corres suit The horse was to be delivered
The
Oakat
was
your druggist. He will tell you about
Next
her lack of class. This
pond with those of MoNamara an;l so to them the next morning.
Cardul.
'
had McNamara's were doctored and he morning the real McNamara, that
Doivn near Santa Barbara they
wUh had, in turn, been Hiram Johnson and
mare, Abba was punch fired to correspond
Good results always follow Foley'
in training a
McNamara ran in sev rihe Fiddler, was dead. He had been
- The Fiddler.
ChilPills. They give prompt reby
little
painting
a
Kidney
L. After
eral places out west, and in nearly poisoned.
lief in all cases of kidney and bladder
At the time Chilson was known ps
disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
every race he won. Then came the
another
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Doc Sellers. He was a bit abashed a
WASH eastern campaign. He and
CUREABEAUTY
ECZEMA
club,
of
the
to
Jockey,
were
Sheepshead
the
horse
shipped
persistency
and it was the intention of the lut he had escaped with The Fiddler
tiaIiIh to fcrftftt
Herbert I started to profOM to
Bay,
Vnaal flat - rtniftlrlv
has
A.Mmv.
Prescription
D.
D.
.j... jaromatic
j
Although D.
like most persons en- Belle while skating last night
a
there
to
coup
the
and,
meat
attempt
affair,
Ely's
agreeable,
confederacy
by
one
as ue
Balm It is received through the
Cream
A cipher for gaged as he was, he returned to the
been recognized for years
1903.
.
Did
Hiram
the
27,
or.
go
proposal
September
ana
whole
the
heals
and
nostrils and
remedy for eczema, psoriasis, is now the date of the coup had been made scene of his temporary triumph as through?
surface over which it diffuses itself. Drug.
of skin diseases, it
Ice did.
but
Herbert
the
No;
some
Taef. if And vml
Kft. h! ia
In
well
was
Te
Vuu
"Lantern."
soon
word
equipped.
he
as
i
Jni. a. .11
the
It was
v.wn that there la no other wash, way which 'was never explained, Fiddler, as noted, had yielded about
are sure to continue the treatment till re
y
lieved.
even those used by the beau
BETWEEN NEIGHBORS.
there was a confusion of the cipher, $120,000, and aa there was no law ft
this
with
Announcement.
compare
can
would
that
which
of with the result that the horse was that time in New York
skin
the
mild liquid for cleansing
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
- scratched.
bring a man guilty of ringing
rash, and all siminto the nasal passages for catarrhal trou- to
trou
agam
decided
of
he
the
try
a
pimples, blackheads,
came
up
fixing
Then
prison bars,
Vt
mil
ryi ..v.h fivfwv
nor
Morliar 6"ii.
He didn't care about notoriety,
of ble, and on October 3, 1903, at
liquid form which will be known as Ely's
tM reason alone, a bottle
.i
had
He
off.
entered
was
mere
it
about
ruling
jtiwv muiuumg mo
liquid jream isduiiu,
on hand in ris park, McNamara
tube 75 cents. Druggists or by
alia sea
spraying
wars
in
as
D. D. D. should be kept
and
many
and
everything
disguises
many
The
Fiddler,
A trial 25c. bottle
every household.
readiness. It was the last race of the as had the horses he manipulate-An- d
icinal properties of the solid preparation.
great
thla
of
merit
wU show you the
so he, through another person.
last day of the meeting and The
wash.
ft a complexion
The terse
won. Only $20 was bet on go', lold of Freckman.
remove the cause, Fiddler
to
Leo
in
obtained
was
win
to
legitimately,
'
originally
CHICHESTER PILLS,
mav be. cleans- - him in the ring $10
whatever me ui""
book and $10 third with but the combination disagreed, and so,
Mayer's
Ladlenl AsU your iralnt Tor a
it
hU
Ulaimi '(rdV
skin, and leaving
one day in Oakland, Calif.. Chilson
Consldine.
Mrs. Griff So that bad little boy
Fills la Ked and fcol jnclUicV
imfooth and clear as that of a healthy George
a
of
stable
tealed with Blua Klbbon. V
the
out
of
backed
bora,
was
horse
took
the
He
stall.
how
his
of
was
the
hurt
did
it
That
head;
yours
Tak no sthop. Ilir mt roup V
ItrararlNt. Aikfr lll.
delivered him to the happen?
DIAMOND JIKN1 PILLS for SS
in every room in the country. Th former partner,
it
and
keep
east.
known as Bct, Safest, Alwmys Relfftbl
him
started
Biff
Daand
Mrs.
little
that
ycrs
Why,
good
boy
or
Wilkins,
Get a 25c bottle today
negro,
negro,. Wilkins, or Faulkner,
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
I
offered a reward of yours dropped a brick on him.
see
The
former
to
partner
to
In the house.
Chicago
went
especially
vis,
K. D. Goodall.
Un-hol- x

two-yea-

DRUG

-

hide-and-see-k

Every Article in

CHINA

for

ON

TORE

and CUT GLASS
Regular Retail Price.

W

K ONLY

FOLATES, CUPS and SAUCERS, TEA,
COFFEE and CHOCOLATE SETS,
X
Cheaper than ever offered in Las Vegas.
CUT GLASS BON-BO- N
DISHES and
ALL PIECES, less than Eastern Prices.

'

REGU- -

ana see our oargains -ON- E-HALF

LAR RETAIL PRICE.

one-hors-

MURPHEY S DRUGSTORE.

one-nig-

had-bee-

pr-w- -

s'

a

t,

".Tim-mle,-

"

De-Luc-a

'

a

'
.

Want M,
Habit

-

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

flat-foote-

crap-shootin- g

'

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will. surely get quick
success.

d

.

I

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

two-year-o-

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

i PDone laiti 2
...

four-year-o-

s.

.v nn.

S

.

hM-tc- r!

lIKH-TE-

i

'

(ELL Y
GROSS, (fncopormted)

& CO.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES

anti PELTS

RACINE VEHICLES-K- 1S!

BAIN WAGONS

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque,
Carona, N.

JH. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
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Our Premium Tickets

barbershop.

goods, and on the kind of premiums offered in
change for the tickets. If prices are higher or goods
inferior in quality compared with what you get elsewhere, or. if you are. offered, only a limited variety of
Premium, Articles from which to make selection then
it would be very unwise to give your patronage to

Lunch ever

J1

GALL ON US

o'clock

Charles Ilfeld, the pioneer
chant, passed his sixty-fourtstone yesterday.
h

Spring Wheat

Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!
absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR
We give

Las Vegas Roller Mills
J 31

communication
Regular
tonight
of Chapman lodge No. 2, A.
P. & A. M. Work In the M. M. degree. All members and
visiting
brethren are invited to be present.
We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing- - Prompt delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing
'
Main 35.
The Fortnightly club danced' last
A happy
night in Rosenthal hall.
crowd was present, the musio was
good and the floor, excellent The
club likely will hold dances at regular intervals during the spring and
summer.

187(5

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

DRY CLEANING

and characteristic
flavor possessed by no other
brand.
A quality

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. . We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Libbys' Chili
Con Carne

,

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko

The real Mexican dish with
the approved flavor. Made of
Imported Mexican Beans and
Chili Pepper.

614 Lincoln Avenue

KOO'KT OTE

STEARNS

Cooked Rolled Oats Ready

GROCER.

Serve

First Oatmeal Cooked, Ready
to Serve Ever Manufactured
FRESH IN AT

G raaf &

It Is understood that the Raton
Elks, who will open ' their new club
home within the next month, are
Las Vegas Masons have received an
to give a big reception to
invitation to attend the dedication of preparing
which they will Invite Elks from
the new Masonic temple in Trinidad,
southern Colorado and the entire terColo., which will take place in .the
Mexico. Railway rates
ritory
near future. The building Is a hand- will of New
obtained
be
and a special train
some three-storstructure, with busithe New Mexico Elks likely
ness rooms on the lower floor. Lodge bearing
will be run. The Las Vegas lodge ex
and banquet halls are on the second
pects to send a good sized delegation,
proand third floors. Elaborate
Pueblo anl
as
will Albuquerque.
grams, showing pictures of the buildalso

t
Hay ward Co. Store
.

..V

2-Year-01d

Trinidad Elks In large numbers
ing, have been eent Las Vegas mem- are
planning to be present.
whom
of
some
bers of the fraternity,
ere planning to go to Trinidad to attend the dedication.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
At a special meeting of the Afrloan finest draught beers served over any
Methodist Episcopal church held last bar In the city.
evening, the following were duly
elected trustees of the Bethel A. M.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
E. church
property in this city: In the wood. Direct from distillery
George Smith, Arthur Shelby, Samuel to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Howard.' Mrs. Mary Garth, was sec
retary of the church meeting. Rev.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
W. H. Prince Is paBtor of the church. at the
Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
W. C. Dennis is taking charge of a
clasfe of boys In tne Baptist Sunday
school. As he Is somewhat of an expert with boys this will be an interesting and profitable class. All boys
will be welcomed. The boys can see
Mr. Dennis or meet him Sunday
morning at 9:45 at the Baptist church
and enter his class.

XTkVcooD

bought

your boy's clothing of us you know
what to expect of
the next Suitlf you
have not been pet-

ting "Extragood''

.

Clothes ask your
neighbor who has,
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2j to
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

VwA

W,

.

v

JF t'A it

7

GREENBERGER
Square
"A

Deal"

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.
In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and . cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Phone Malii 206.

BE SURE YOU HEAR

Dr. Roberts' Great Lecture

"Humor and Pathos of Travel"
Under Auspices of Epworth League

AT

First M. E. Church

WHY

OUR

WILE

Retail Prices:

lb, or more, each detivery, 20c
1,000 Ibi., to 2,000 lb., each delivery,
200
t0 1'000 ,b,, each delivery,
50 lb., to 200 lbs, each delivery
Lcm than 50 lbH each delivery,

2,000

T
.

Is

the Best to

Use

It contains all the elements
necessary for building, nourishing and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestion . ' ' Made
in a sanitary way, baked in

General Jacqueminot, American Beauty, Frau
Karl Druschki, La France, Crimson Rambler

276.

& Power Co.

Phone Main 81.

'

Ranch Pbone

Lbs lcgnc Light

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

reside on the West side, are the parents of a baby boy born last night.
.
t
Best draught beer in the city, at
the Lobby, of course.

462,

Don't boat your carpets and start the
norma to flying, two
the Vacuum Cleaner.
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for $1 a day.

'

The Spring Chicken crowd will
give a dance tomorrow evening in
the O. R. C. hall. This Is the crowd's
first dance since the beginning of
Lent.

& Son

vim

Friday Evening, April 21,

The Greater Las Vegas band will
practice tonight in the city hall. All
the members are urged to be present
as business of importance will be
brought up for the consideration of
the organization.

Perry Onion

n

Curtains

A marriage license was granted
yesterday afternoon at the court
house to Jennie Thomas, aged 22, ot
Raton, and James Duffy, aged 27, of
Cimarron. The couple was married
by Justice of the Peace Pablo Vigil.

35c Each or 3 for $1.00

IHlaDiwQtB

Lace

Dormant Rose Bushes

Store Phone Main

5.

Place your confidence in this
make and it will
mean greater economy.
If in the past

y

Mr. and Mrs. Miguel Galindre, who

--

"Extragood" Clothes

you've

.Beginning tomorrow night at S
o'clock, Rabbi J. S. Raisin will deliver
the first of a series of five lectures
on the history of he liberal movement in the Jewish church.
These
lectures Rabbi Raisin first delivered
before the Central Conference of
American rabbia' while at their convention last summer at Charlevoix,
Mich. They were so favorably
received, that they were published
both in the Rabbinical Yearbook and
in booklet form. The lectures at Tern-pi-e
Montefiore are free to all and undenominational.

The Western Union Telegraph company is putting call boxes in the offices in the court house. The call
boxes were removed several months
ago when some repairing and decoratOn account of the railroaders' danco
ing were done and had not been
Tiwsflav nieht the Las Vegas Eagles
postponed until Friday evening their
spread. Turkey with all the trimbig
There will be a meeting of the Y.
and plenty of other viands
M. C. A. board of directors and some mings,
aim ha served on the Eagles' groan
cf the leading members of the orboard. The entertainment comganization tonight at 8 o'clock to ing
a big program of
make plans for next Monday night's mittee has provided
for
the
stunts
evening.
big citizens' meeting. The meeting funny
will be held in the gymnasium.
After a lingering illness Helen Wil
r
and
liams, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Wil
liams of 707 Main avenue, died short
ly after 2 o'clock this afternoon, of
spinal meninlgttls. The family has the
sympathy of the community in their
Try these appetizing dishes bereavement

Libbys' Sliced
Dried Beef

Ao

prob-

Eibbps'

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Phone Vegas 450

Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the

two-yea-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

other,
users.

PHONE MAIN 379

ate court, la a true sportsman but it
remained for him to be the first man
in town to tfirow cold water on the
vrestling game. This morning a

Tlothers, you Can Always Rely On

for Your Boys

Jron

LUDWIG Wn. ILFELD

men got into a friendly scufThe Harmony club will meet to- couple of
fle in the court house yard.
They
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
toe holds, half nel
got
hammerlocks,
with Mrs. O. W. Hereford.
sons and other famous grips on each
other and were endeavoring to pin
The Santa Fe shop team has oreach other's shoulders to the earth
dered handsome uniforms. A grey
when Delgado, spying the hose, desuit trimmed in blue was selected.
cided to have some fun. Before the
men could untangle themselves Del"Instead of a dollar a duck," said
them a cold shower bath.
Dr. M. P. Des Marais who went hunt- gado gave
was obliged to use considerable
He
75
cents a shot
ing yesterday, it was
haste In getting out of the wrestlers'
and no duck.
reach.

Save money and make your wife's
work easy by eating at the White
Kitchen. Veal steak, pig's feet Jelly
supper tonight, 25 cents.

Durham Seed Wheat

point.
many

Sold on the Easiest Terms

mermile-

The Gaylor-Kiefe- r
land car arrived
this afternoon on Santa Fe train No.
1
bringing a number of prospective
purchasers of San Miguel county land.

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

ESTABLISHED

10

Wanted Good cotton rags. Must be
clean, Boft and large, Bo per pound.
Optic office.

Concerning the facts relating to the above suggestions we will
bs very glad to have you make inquiry both at our , store and
of those who TRADE WITH US

Phone Main

morning at

r'

at

Main 357.

"PREMIUM TICKETS"

FREE!

bar

Mrs- - Davis, ladies'
tailored and
fancy gowns. 1017 Tilden. Telephone

for the mere sake of getting these

Choice Colorado

r

A steel range is no better? than its wealtest
Some ranges have many good points, but also
BAD points.
The MAJESTIC Malleable
Range has more really good features than any
and this fact is recognized by (thousands of

at Long's Buffet.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Choice

?

Old Crow gold over the
Long's Buffet.

ex-

Chain is no Stronger Than Its Weakest Link

-

Always get the best at Nolette's

Their worth to our customers for cash purchases depends on the values given in prices and quality of our

IKE DAVIS

A

per 100 lbs.
per 1i0 lb.
30o per 100 Ibi.
25c
40c
50o

per
per

100

lb.

100 lbs.

AQUA PURA CO&7PAMY

u

Harvesters. Storer,and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
;
Douglas Avenue.

791

a sanitary oven.",
T

SCREENED

"There's a Reason"

Anthracite Coal,. all sizes.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

:

t

i- f. Li1

4

,

LUMP

c

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
.

Dm.coiJDon
Phono Main

Foot of Main St.

21

